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STAT* IMTITCTIONs.
been expended iu aid of the vcmuants of
Tl»c re|mr(8 of the Inspector* of l he the two Indian tribes still living within
I
Stale Prison am) Trustees
ofthe Kelonn the Slate, about $8,700 of which lias
and House of I School, which will be promptly laid bc- I been dovpted to the Penobscot tribe,and
tore you, contain inhumation and
tribe. Ol
$3,700 to Ihe

Governor’s Address.
ut/emen of the Senate
It- jirts'tiltiives:
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sugThe rc|>ort ol Ilie Trustees of the Insane Asylum lias not yet reached roe.
For the
highest success ot these important State
>:ug that we should recognize ourde- institutions, it is important that, through
pcnilitiice upon that Being who is over i your several committees intrusted with
ill ami above all.
We have cause of i their interests, you should make your
■ I. v.iin
gratitude for the Uiviue tavor I oversight of them not simply a brief,
h
iwhich
licou shown towards the State formal
visitation, but a thorough aud
hi.I the Nation during the tear wulch careful annual
inspection and iuvestigahi- iu-i dosed.
In uo period ot thehis- i tion, in thecarly
part of ihc session when
n either, has onr advance in popu- at least a
portion of the iueml>crs of
i11 M. material
conand
other
each committee could give the lime necposperilv
ili on- ot true, great sess, been more conessary lor this work. Thus you would
ms.
We
well
-pici
may
congratulate bring >lie
luto closer lelaiions
mir-clvcs that so marked progress has with these |>e<i|dc
institutions, remove abuses,
n made in
the
Wounds
of
the
if any had grown lip, disarm criticism
healing
ihle struggle for luitioiial existence, aud
inspire that generous confidence on
re
uniting all sections of our be- which their snecuas so largely depends.
d country iu a common devotion to
THE STATE TRISON.
it ‘imbiic preserved Irom euemiea willin and
within,redeemed from the curse 'According to the report of the Inspec■i
slavery, and consecrated to liie tors, the earnings of the convicts have
grind work of maintaining the equal defrayed the expenses ol carrying on the
State Prison during Ihu year
guts ot every citizen.
ending
Nov. .'W, 1873. aud yielded tottie Slate a
MXKSsITV FOE ECONOMY.
net profit of $6.D44,<M. which lias been
flic tinancial panic which so
recently added to Ihe working capilal of the in.. .idled
to cuuse serious
tie range- stitution. The salaries of the Warden
at lo the business of the
country, has and In>|M-clors, amounting the past year
'•c.-ii without its influence lor
good. to $4,460.3), are paid from the State
I ha, given new emphasis to the
great Treasury, in accordance with the
sysi.’ nic
law, lhat tlic savings rather tem which lias
always obtained in makilie incomes of a |*oo|>le, are the
the
accounts.
ing
up
prison
Deducting
i-nrc of their material
prosperity. The this amount, and there still remains a
•:tl ob-erver of the tendencies to balance ot
$-’.084 li'l.jn luvoroftbe State,
\: rav igauce so noticeable
everywhere alter paling all the expenditures ol su|>but recognize the truth that economy
portiug the prison, including salaries of
word which needs to be spoh- Warden aud
liis|>ectors, the cost of
.* iid
pul in practice in private as well transporuuiou of
prisoners from the sevlidic circles. Fortunately the wave eral
jails and payments to couvicts when
has
not
been
felt
in
this
cxiiavagancc
discharged. Should this favorable finan1- in of the country with so much force cial condition ot the institution
continue,
IVhere. Although the public at- the State
will be relieved of all ex|>eiin
i.c Mate have
beeu managed diturcs on
prison account, except so fat
ch exceptional prudence and in- as
to keep the buildmay be
-rity, that the opportunities for re- ings in safe neeessray
conditii ti, and provide for
u n.'hment are
lew; yet you will, un- possible !o«-e« by fire. The recent inii.ledly. consider it an imperative crease ot prison accomodations by the
in nt ibis

gestions of much importance.

1 n entering upon the discharge of the
duties in which we have been respectively culled by our fellow-citizens, it i« tit-

time lo study the closest
to confine your
appropri-

and

beads of families entitled
sum, would make an
iui|iro|>cr use of the same, it is possible
that the law may need some amendincut to give a larger discretion iu the

probably

to

wing, supplies

with the public wcllare.
■o
prescribing the extent of public
Inure', and in determining such
.11 pen-ation of
public officers
11 .. iri' ■.
you cauuot fail to recogprinciple's which are at once the
and glory of a popular govern*
">t.—' it it frugality ami
siinplicitv are
ini c.i oacteristic* of free iuslitumid that official positions should
ight loss for the salaries attached
nil. than for the satisfaction ana
which come from faithful public
In every eudeavor to maintain
i promote tlie highest
efficiency, ccou-

vt

iwv

twit*,

ot debts due

"i«m

the

k

uii

on
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EDUCATIONAL INTERESTS.
The report of tlie Superintendent of
Common Schools, which will be laid before
you at an early day, presents an encouragiug view of tlie condition and prospects
of the educational interests of the State.
Tlie increase in school money arising from
the State mill-tax and the tax on .Strings
Banks; the improvement in methods of
leachimr. erowimr lareelv out of the work
of our Normal Schools; and the already
marked Influence of the Free High School
System adopted by the last Legislature;
have materially Improved the character
and cfllciencs of qur public
schools, and
aroused a new Interest in the cause ol education.
rsu moil
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THE STATE DEBT.
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I

•

portion ot tiie public debt wliich
due in 1873, aud was presented to
1 reaturv,
amounting to $49,000, has
paid; and the sinking fund for the
lempliou of the debt as tt shall become
lias been increased during the
i• 81. 265, ,46.
After deducting
-inking luud, the State debt on the
I "t dan. 1874, was
$5, 882,654,areduci <231,
lJJdutiug tiie past year
i ot
>2, 560. 746, or more than onea

mii-demeanor,which by no means argues
more than want of
parental care, with
youth who are to a great exteut deprav; cd; as well as an indiscriminate herding
all classes of crime. Under
|of
cumstances
methods of

such cirreform must
be largely counterbalanced by bad influences. The Trustees a.-k for an
appropriation of #20,0u0 to make the
changes in the building required i■: orni t!i, since the close of the war. At
the der to overcome the iusulferable difficula
of
rate
,.
accumulation of the sink- ties suggested, aud are thoroughly eoni*
fund, the Mate debt will be met as it vineed that unless this can be done tlie
ui. -. and
(‘hill imiP
st lift 1*11
nf a
entirely extinguished iu illritilllfion
A-the sinking fund, invested in large part ot its power lor good.
1 am
I iiii il Mates aud Stale
securities, U al- so profoundly convinced of the correct■
i over a million aud a
quarter dol- ness of this view, that 1 trust you will
o -. and is
constantly increasing, I sug- give the rccoiuiuciulatioiisof the Trustees
-i whether some additional
provision that tavorable consideration which they
'■•i' it' oversight and
ggcurity would not so well deserve.
be advisable.
INSANE HOSPITAL.
>
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The report of the Trustees ot the IuHospital, which has been delayed
thorough examination of the’aci counts of the late Treasurer of the institution, will he laid before the Legislature as soon as it placed in my hands.
The report ol the Superintendent shows
a
steady increase of the number of the
patients, and gives evidence of a successful discharge of 0>e important duties
resting ou him. I am iulormed that a
proposition will he made to you to
so amend the Uws
relating to the Hossane
lor a

time, almost the oqly resource of the
in meet both
ordinary aud extraor“'> expenditure*, has been direct
ixation. The Slate tax last year was
ir,, mills on the
dollar, but It is the iudgm nt nf 1 lie Treasurer that the
laxuiav
*>• 1'■ lured Ihe present year U> four and
hail mills, provided the
legislature
■nail make no quusual
appropriations.
1 .i. i.i earnestly urge, however, that
yon
"mid consider whether it is not advi..me lo devise some method
oilier than pital, as to place the patients more coml reel taxation to secure a
part of the pletely under the protection of the laws.
revenue required for
Staleexpenditures. Thi. suggestion is not made on account
of any existing
t:i u the rate of taxation
necessity in this State,
may be still
irth 'r reduced.
Pennsylvania hud* no but in pursuance of a general movement
diffi
uliy in securing sufficient receipts designed to reach all similar institutions
in this country.
b"m indirect taxation
losupport the State
A large stiare of tlie State
The report of the Commissioners of a
s"v'■riuuent.
'’Xpeinliitires of Massachusetts is met by proposed new Insane Hospital appointIn- proceeds ol a Slate lax
by virtue of a resolve of the last Legupou the val•>;b ion cl
railroad,and other oorporalious islature, will he found ot such imporover and above
tnuuicipal taxation for tance as to claim your cousiderale atrent estate and
machinery, aud upou the tention. Two members of the oombusiness of Fire aud Lifelnsurauce Coin- ■uissioii report in favor of
erecting, on
tiuuie-.
Without indicating more in the present Hospital ground* in Augsdetail what sources of reveuue
a
may be ! >a, new Hospital, to accommodate one
u nde available
to this State, I desire to hundred patients, at an estimated cost
of ouo hundred and fifty thousand doldl y "Ur attention to the
ipbject, and to
'•
a careful
and in vestiga- I I at-, fine member reports iu favor of
inquiry
vv‘ll‘* view of
devising methods of i the erection, on the hospital grounds, of
mug sonic portion of the burden of two or three collages at first, and subI v others as
-muon, from real estate. Such a
they mav bio needed,
poliev l sequent
mid give needed
to severally accotnmodaie about tweutv
encouragement to
it agricultural
an
estimated
cost ol about five
interests, aud promote 1 patients.at
t!ie resources of the Stale.
thousand dollars
each. The present
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Hospital building is over-crowded, and
Although the object sought in estab- a Idilion-tl ueoouiiu<l(tiioii» are already
-biag a Department of Insurance, was | required.
it'-
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imply to secure sqch a supervision of
insurance as would protect the public

>

STATE CHARITIES.

During the past year the Htate has exinterests, yet the fees received for
pended alioul fourteen thousand dollars
Ii m-es have qotouly paid the
salary and in educating fifty-five deaf and dumb
ot <lie
n-es

Comissiouers, but also
ihe State a reveuue of about
hundred dollars, for the year endhig duly I. 1873. The indioatiousthus far
iliui the revenue for tlie present vear
is much.
The Department ha.
'b*i i' d great
benefits upou (lie public
'■
mingq»any doqbtful 0<Wt pant.*.
d
nag bti-iness in the State, and
'ippiy iug needed iufarmatKMl OM iiisur

ix;

Ideil

I

-v- n

1

a

■
w

itc*.*

ports.

topics

and eleven blind beneficiaries. The cost
of supporting insane State paupers has
reached liie large sum of

thirty-live

11hausaud dollars, and of paupers in unincorporated planes six thousand dolbira. U is more than probable that an
I amendment of the law relating to thess
charitiM is ex|>cdient.
THE Ui in AH

vim.

Iii accordauoe with treaty stipulation!
by means afitsaMWal re and the provisions of existing
laws,
i more than twelve
—H dollars have

scuuois.

The Free High School system, especially. although in practical operation but lit-

■

•

intended to put it iu operation as aoou
l lie balance at the private contributions required cau be secured. It is to
be hoped that
measures to that end
will no successful at an early day, so that
State
the
may be provided with a school
so much needed for a class of
girls leadan
idle, vagrant or vicious life, or in
ing
of
great daugcr
iallitig into habits of
vice or immorality. To secure such a
school Uie Mate may wisely extend liberal assistance.
as

■

>■

the Stale to aid in

and maintenance of
the |iro|s>sed institution. The School
lia* been located in Hallowed, iu consideration of liberal donations from two
lieucvolcnt ladies of that city ; and it is

the 30th of

The Trustees of the Ueform School
give expression to a judgment forced upou them liv observation and
experience,
and in full harmony with the advice of
officers of similar institutions in other
states, that a large part of the benefits
which might be expected from that
school, are lost in consequence ot so
faulty an arrangement of the interior of
the building as to make it impossible to
properly separate the diflereut grades of
boys. As it is now, there must lie an
enforced association of boys who are
committed for truancy or some petty

fnnd^

the establishment

■

iking fund and principal of public
in : and about $40, ooo tor
pensions of
-Idlers and aid to soldiers’
orphans,
iking a direct expenditure of about
•'>> 271 arising from the late war. The
im ot 8374,97s was also
paid from the
“••
Treasury to towus for common
• •!
purposes, and reduced municipal
'u to iliat extent.
This left about
i- tiie expenditures from
geu-

of the

ditionally granted by

Nov. last, yvas $12.'>,ly7.03. A few day*
alter, one of the work-shops was unfortunately burned, involving a loss of the

~

large

I regret that tlie late financial disturbances have usyet prevented Uie Trustees
of the Maiue Industrial School for (iirls,
from securing the twenty-live thousand
dollars required through private subscriptions, before they could avail themselves ol tlie live thousand dollars con-

all the

the building, valued at about #o,O0o,and
also of stock amt tools valued at #17.001.
This loss reduces the value of the tools,
stock, etc., to about #108,000; hut It Is
thought that the operations of t he prison
cau be carried on as usual without
any
appropriation to supply this part of llie
loss. A new fire-proof work-shop will,
however, be required another summer,
n> mid integrity in all the departments whether the lalioi ol the
prisoners is disic State
government, you will have posed of to contractors, or
employed
m
ime-1 co-operation.
on account of the
State. For the erecTHE STATE FINANCES.
tion of such a building as shall be well
i ic
report of the State Treasurer adapted to the waut* of the prison, the
'ws
that the receipts of the State Inspectors recommend an appropriation
li i-ury during the year
#12,0.10.
ending Dec. of With
the exception of a period, of six
ls;t, inciudingfSTS, 702. 08 on hand
*’
I'<. 187-’, was <1,798, 884. 45, aud or eight years, the State has always emependitnrea duriugme saluepeiuVi ployed the labor of tlie convicts in mavttt11 i7, leaving a balance of tact tiling operations on its own account,
8 t
'■ 68 in
the Treasury at the on the assumption that such a course
"> ‘be year, most of which will be was preferable on grouuds ot
economy
led to meet obligations of the State as well as discipline.
Inasmuch as it is
will mature at an eatlv dale. Of thought by some that it would be more
ivvipu, <131, 293 was the tax on equitable to the public, aud more ad‘ving-1 tanks, $3,606 interest oudepos- vantageous to the Slate, to disjsise of
-. 82.
180 duty on commissions
$1, 111 the labor of the convicts to the contrac•lance paid into the State
Treasury
by tor-. I would suggest that your comI i-iiraiioe Commissioner, $'.<86 Ji- mittee on that institutio investigate the
• -•• ices lrom
hawkers aud peddlers, subject, and give a bearing to all pero’
irly all the remainder, reaching sons interested in this or auv other mat1
ter connected with the
"it a million aud a
management of
quarter
w.i-irom direct taxation.
Oi the ex- the prison.
i. Hie-, <l.'iu, 566 was on account of
REFORM SCHOOL.
i' -t,
and
$214,708 on account of

a

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.

nanu mu uamuce

prison,

some

receive

dis|H>siiiou

demands which will be made in this direction for years.
In
The Inspectors report that the Talue

.-I'ieui

>*

erection of a now

Passamaquoddy

tlie amount devoted to tlie Penobscot*,
however, about $5,000 was the interest
ou (lie fund belonging to the tribe held
in trust by the State.
By direction of
l an act of the last Legislature, the proceeds of certain shore rents amounting
to over $5,000, are to be distributed
As
among tlie members of the tribe.

■
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tle more than half of the past year, has already achelved so great success as to surpass the utmost expectations of Us warmest friends, and to
promise, withiu a reasonable time, results that can hut salisfv
al I of the wisdom of the
policy. The ofticial reports which hare been received
by
tlie Department ot Education, show* that
1 oO Free High Schools, in 1*3 different
cities, tow ns and plantations, representing
every county iu the State, bsve been maintained from one to three tenns each, since
Use first of March last; aud that these
schools have been supported by municipal
appropriations to the amount of *vl
and Slate aid to the amount of •29,1*4. In
these schools It.M papllt have roooivsd
Instruction iu those branches usually
taught in the common schools, excluding
primary studies; aud also In such other diructions as are demanded by the Increasing
industrial and business wants of the limes.
It Is especially noteworthy that a large
portion ofthcyontii of both sexes reached
by these schools, arc those who had witiidrawn from the common school with a defleient education; or whom poverty or
other circumstances had prevented trout
leaving their homes to obtain better opportunities for education than those afforded by tlie short winter term of their district school. Many youth who will hereafter make most valuable teachers of our
common schools, are receiving iu the Free
High School that broader and deeper culture so essential to
prepare them for this
high work. The influence on the common
schools of such pupils as have attended
the Free High School, is aready proving iu
the highest degree beneficial. So far as 1
am imformed, in most of the towns iu
which such a school has been held, a new
interest has been awakened in the cause
of education.
It was feared by some that the system
would be
impracticable for small or
sparsely settled towns; but some of the
most successful Free High Schools maintained during the autmnu, have been iu
just such localities. In one case, at least,
a sparsely sealed plantation has maintained a most flourishing school for eleven
weeks, by a municipal appropriation of
seventy-five dollars, increased by an equal
amount from the State.
Indeed, thus far
tlie most complete success of the Free
School
has
In exclusivebeen
High
System
ly farming towns, where this adjunct of
the common school system is affording
such facilities for education as cau but
serve to iucrease the attractions of that
rural life which is the source of our national strength and purity. With a contlniivi

in*

ojokiii,

tucic v-uii

ltvj

bvsivcij

doubt that within a brief period these
schools will be established in most of the
towns in the State: and will give such an
impetus to our educational interests as
nothing else could.
■

KDl'CATlONAL

KXl'KN DITCHES.

fell for good over many oilier Instructors with whom they come in contact. No
one who has watched the
progress of our
common schools for the past decade,“can
have failed to dicover a striking improvement ia methods of Instruction,
coming
largely from the Influence of our Normal
schools. Whatever appropriations are required to maintain their high standard and
excellence, and Increase their means of
usefrilness. should be made; and made,
too, iu the interest of the wisest economy.
It should not be forgotten that a special
necessity for Increasing the efficiency of
our common school
system, has arisen
from the fact that the Intense activity pervading modern American life, is seriously
abridglug the time within which ourpublic
schools must do tlifir work, by withdrawing oar youth from them at least live years
earlier than formerly; while at the same
time It is necessitating a broader culture.
ence

SCHOOL St'l*KUVISION.

Next to skillful instruction, nothing is
more essential to the
of
highest
our public schools. Ilian card ill,
intelligent
and well-sustained inspection and supervision. Excellent as is the work of must
of our school committees,
yet it is not to lie
expected that men engaged in other pursuits, esn spare the time requisite to keep
abreast ot the progressive educational
movements of the times, aud thus be able
to suggest improvements iu tbe worn of
the leu bers under their
charge, and inspire
in them that professional pride ami amMtlou which is so essential to success. As
it Is physically impos-iblc for the Stale Superintendent lo personally and effectively
reach the several towns and town committee*. sooner or later it will be found necessary to establish some form of intermediate supervision, through which the State
Superintendent may impress on them the
resulLs of hlshbservatlon and
experience,
aud secure a uniform system that will cover
the examination and certiticatinn of
|
teachers, as wall a* the most effective inspection of sehOols. In view of the fact !
that time and BMans will lie
required to
I•erfect aud extend tbe Free High School
system, so that its advantages may be felt
by every Iowa, I do not recommend that
any legislative steps be taken at present to
secure a more effective
inspection of the
common schools, tint trust that the
subject I
may coutiuue to receive that public consideration which Its ImiMirtance may demand.

efficiency

THE

DISTINCT STSTKM.

While it Is generally conceded by the
moat experienced educators that the" I>l«-

go further at present than It
In

simply authorizing

has

ton

ns

I

to abolish the
system and manage the !
schools a- a unit. Many loans have al- ;
done
ready
thi*, and iu every case with !
satisfactory results. By this change better teachers have been secured, the
-mall- !
er districts have hail the
same length of
school as the more densely
populated village centres, less difficulties have been encountered, and more effective lus|ieclioii
had. Korthe present,
however, these are i
considerations that must be addressed to j
the citizens of the several towns, rather
than to the law-inaker*.

OBIJOATOUY ATTEJitlANCK.
the large expenditures
maintain Iree schools lit sufficient iiiimlier to secure to every child such elementary education and training as all alike wHJ
need for the common dnlies and the ordinary pm -nils of life, yet the last census
makes Hie startling announcement that
there arc 13,480 persona in this State above
ten years of age. who cannot read or write.
Our .Stare prtde may be somewhat satistled
by the consideration that a large portion
of this army of illiterates are
Immigrants:
yet we cannot lose sight of the fact tiiat
they and their children are now a part of
our
jieople, and that their education into
American Ideas and duties, has become
doubly essential. But the evils of truaticv
and absenteeism Irom our common school's
are by no means r outined to the
children
ol foreign boru parents.
IVvertv mav
have something to do with the
development of
these dangerous
evils, and
thoughtlessness and avarice more; but
both of these causes united have not had
half so much to do with it as
intemperance
and immorality. It must be confessed that
such is the indifference of the
public mind.
or its aversjou to interference
with what i*
popularly thought to he the right of parenls to eoutrol their owu children, the experleuee of other States with obligatory
statutes, has by no means been
encouraging. Keen the Factory Act in this State,
which requires certain attendance at school
of children w ho work hi inaiiufartiiriii''
establishments, is a dead letter.
Compulsory laws, with a strong central
government to enforce them, us in Prussia.
have produced excellent results. Hut
in
lids country, where the execution or
the
laws depends so ranch ou
public opinion,
there must be a more earnest and
general
public discussion of the subject, before we
shall reap much beneflt from such
k-gi-latlon. The right of the State to have even
child educated sufficiently to
intelligently
discharge his duties as a citizen, and shield
him against the dangers of ignorance, is
necessary to Its own safety. The child has
the right to such an education. The
par
ent, indeed, has rights, hot he has duties
also; and the enforcement of (lie duties
which every parent owes his child, cannot
he an invasion of hU rights.
Del'eneible.
an<l even important as is a legal enforcement of the parents
duty to educate Ins
child, yet such a statute can press oulv as
a complement to sound
views, wrought into the popular mind and heart.
The most
work
in
this
direction
important
at present
must he done by earnest
personal appeal
to parents, and by making
theachool-room
attractive to the child.
No subject claiiniug your attention as
legislators, demands more thoughtful and
earnest consideration than that of our
public schools. A tree government like ours
cau exist ouly where the
are
educapeople
ted ; and there cau be no general education
without an effective commou school
system. To Impair the
efficiency, or sap the
foundations of this system, is to strike at
the life of the State and the Nation. More
than this, it is to overthrow an Institution
which is doing so much to improve social
life, promote private virtue, comfort and
thrift, and secure general
to

Notwithstanding

Tlie aggregate expenditure for the public schools of the State, during the past
school year has been $1,000,5%, exclusive
of the amount expended for school buildings and Free High Schools. Of this sum,
towns have directly contributed $$23,018,
and (he State $374,978. If to this sum
should be added the annual expenditures
lor school-buildings. Free High Schools.
Normal Schools, and College of Agriculture and Mechanic Alts, and the public
and private expenditures lor those Academies, Seminaries and higher institutions
ol learning which supplement our educational system and confer such lasting bench ts on the State, tiiere can be little doubt
that the amount would reach million and a
hall dollars. So large au annual expenditure on the part of the people, Is m concluprosperity.
sive answer to the suggestion that the peo- COLLEGE OF AOBICLLTUItE AND
MECHANIC
are
ple
losing their interest In our free
ABT8.
schools. To our credit as a State, let it be
The reports of the
said, never before was there so general and Treasurer of the Trustees, President
College of Agriculture
interest in education; never before so al- and
Mechanic Arts, present uumistakable
most universal willingness to make the
evidence of the
and progress of
largi st sacrilices, in order that our chil- this Institution.prosperity
Only live yesrs have
dren may have the inestimable blessings
elapsed since the college opened with
of intellectual culture. All that the peo- twelve
students; and now one hundred
ple of Maine ask is to be assured that their names appear on the roll of
undergraducontributions for so grand an end, are
ates—an Increase of twenty-nine since the
prudently and wisely expended. To my last report. The frieuds of this
institution
mind, indeed. It seems clear that the work have thus far beeu
disappointed in the
ou which our educators
may at present reasonable expectation that private donawell unite their earnest efforts is not so tions would
go far to provide the means
much to secure larger school revenues—
necessary for the erection of suitable buildalthough these are essential in some local! ings. ’this would have left the State
ties—as to devise methods by which betmaiuly to make such appropriations as
ter results may be obtained from the
might have been needed to supplement the
means at our disposal.
By this it should annual income of the national endowment,
not be inferred that there is not the closest
(which is but little more than 98,001),) and
economy in school expenditures. For the maintain the institution In the
highest de■non part, there is this; and yet that poligree of efficiency. Notwithstanding the
cy which loses sight of the fact that s good State has already made large
appropriateacher is cheap at any price, and a poor tions for
building purposes, as well as
instructor dear even if his services are gra- smaller sums to meet
the annual defituitous. is not true ecomony, but waste.
ciencies, yet the college Is still greatly in
need of addittoual means ia the same direcNOUMAL SCHOOLS
It is in this direction that our two Nor- tions. It Is to be hoped that an institution
mal Schools are conferring lasting benefits so well calculated *‘to promote the liberal
and practical education of industrial classes
upon the public schools oi this State.
In the several pursuits and
professions of
Heoognixing the truth that the highest suclife, will receive that popular sympathy
cess as a teacher requires not only natural
and
which
it
so
will
support
deserves.
apitade, but also, like other professions,
THE LAND DgFABTMKKT.
special preparation and training, the State
has wisely established snd maintains these
The Laud Agent reports that the affairs
Institutions as n part ofits educational sys- of his office are
being so rapidly closed up,
tem’. Probably no money expended in ed- that within two
years, at least, such inconnoaUonai directions, yieMs larger returns. siderable State Interests ss
remain may he
The teaeheru who go forth from Farm!dgtb« care of the Secretary of
ton and CbMae, not only Impress them- Slaw 'Und State
Treasurer, and the once
selves on the schools over Which they are Important land department
of the State
called to preside, but Mm make their tollu- government be dlacontinued.
This will

“'fky
^te,
m.tet.l<?nS ^

U‘iU

by

1

trictay item is in the way of the highest
efficiency in the public schools, yet, iu view
of the stroughold which it has on the
public mind. It would lie unwise for
legUlation to
already gone

necessitate legislation
authorizing the vice interposed by men In their relations aa lug the
Iaih] Agent to select ami reserve such porcitizens, comes confessedly within the do- with an existing military establishment,
tion of (he 114.000 acres set apart for set- main of law.
encampment, would not hereafter
Indeed, no government ful- exceed nine thousand dollars.
tlement as may be suitable for that pur- fils its mission which
The state
that the State could
forgets
hardly meet the reasonable expectapose. ami to sell the remainder; and also can in this
do much to make it easy te tions of the
way
national government, or exto dispose of the 82,880 acres of school
do right and difficult to do
wrong. So ercise common
in providing ltlaud, and the timber on the ten
townships large a proportion of pauperism and crime sell witii a lorceprudence
to meet any internal exlreserved in the grant to the European and
arises from intemperance, of which
the geucy, without
North American Kaiiroad. This railroad dram
maintaining a volunteer
shop is the prolific cause, and all cit- militia, which in case
of necessity could be
grant Included not far from 700.000 acres,
izens who have regard for the
public
safety
valued at more than *300.000, and U
promptly
from one regiment inexpanded
and welfare, as well as the
nearly
court
to
highest
ten or more.
all still held by the road,
although mort- of the nation, unite ill affirming the princi- that our present And it seems to me clear
volunteer companies cangaged to secure the payment of their ple that the liquor traffic is a source
of
not be well maintained
bonds. U is of the highest Importance to
without an animal
grave peril to society, against which it is
encampment.
the State, that so much of tbese lands as the
right ami duty of the State to protect
well as of othyr immense tracts of land itself
SOLDIERS
OK T1IB LATE wMi.
by such enactments as the legislawithin the State now held by proprietors,
tive authority shall consider best calculaAmong the obligations which a grateful
as Is suitable for
state
should
be ted to that end.
and nation
settlement,
recognize as peculiarly
placed witldu the reach of settlers on the
On this well settled
has rested sacred, is tbtf of generously caring for the
moat favorable terms. It Is too late new all the legislation everprinciple
destitute
fiuailles
of soldiers who lost their
had In restraint or
to correct the wasteful
policy under which the liquor traffic, whether involving the lives or were disabled in the late war to
the magnlliccut domain which the State
principle of licenae or prohibition. For preserve the national existence. With
possessed half a century since, has dlsap- more than two hundred years. Urn in the what tldelity this debt oi
gratitude is being
l>earcd. yet much may be done to remedy parent Province and Commonwealth, and
to'*
as well as
by the Ainerievils that arise from the locking up of
,s
known to all. And yet our
subsequently in the State of Maine, a thorlatgc tracts ol settling lands which would ough trial was had of the licence system,
the man who look their lives
otherwise be Improved.
in every form that could be deviaed. This in their hands and went forth at the
call of
Decisions favorable to the State have experience led to so wide
spread a convic- their country, will not be redeemed so long
been had lit two of the cases where the tion that
any system of licensing dram as there shall remain a destitute “boy in
European and North American Kaiiroad shops is nearly powerless to repress the blue," or an indigent family of a living or
made certain claims on the State; but the
temptations which promote intemperance, dead soldier, whose necessities are not sup- I
most Important case.
Involving a claim on and in 1851 this State adopted the policy of piled; and supplied, too, not as paupers,!
the part of that corporation to
“ citizens who are
nearly all prohibiting drinking houses aud tippling
only
the remaining lands held by the State, alshops altogether, and of autliotliing the what they have more than earned.receiving
though argued last July, Is still held by sale of intoxicating liquor*
the
®“d*
for
medinational
only
government
the court for advisement. Your attention cinal and mechanical
has during the past
year paid the generous
purposes, by agents
Is railed to several important recommen- appointed for that
This system sum of 91.234 *0 to 10.800 pensioners in
purpose.
dations made by the l.and Agent, and lias bad a trial of
only twenty-two years; Maine; and this State, under the direction
particularly to the iui|>ortancc of taking yet its success, in this brief period, hus ou of the Adjutant General, the sum of 8 *1
measures to ■•quiet" certain claims of setWb to aid
the whole been so much
greater than that
soldiers’families; 92,477 to aid
tlement of our northeastern
n the
of any other plan yet devised, that
support ol soldiers’ orphans under
boundary.
prohi- the
bition may be said to be
of the Board of
charge
SWEDISH IMMIGRATION.
a
acccepted by
Guardians;
and 910.UUO for
I he report of the Commissioner of Im- large majority of the |>eople as the projier
support or soldiers’ orat the Bath ilome, and
91.000 at the i
migration presents a detailed account of policy of this State towards drinking phans
tlie inception and progress of the enter- houses and tippling shops; and to he ac- Bangor Home. I suggest that the Board
iu to a great extent bv others, as of Guardians of Indigent Orphans of solprise of founding a Swedish colony in quiesced
diers and seamen, be
an experiment which should have
as thorabolished, and their
Aroostook; ami announces that In Sepduties and ftmds transferred to the
tember last all State aid to the Swedes ough a trialas other systems that preceded
Pension
it. Ity dealing iutliis spirit wiUi a
of
Department
the
General’s ofAdjutant
ceased, and that the colony of GH0 persons
question affecting
which can discharge tills trust more
fice,
so
momentous
is now self-sustaining. The
interests.
coiouy owes Hire will
the State a balance of *16.292.)G, ou
ultimately be substantial agree- conveniently, systematically and econoiui-:
sup- ment
among all good citizens on such a cully than under the present system. It
plies. advanced to them, which is to he
1
policy as experience shall have siiown to will be incumbent on you either to conin work ou highways as wanted.
jeiid
I here are at present no American citizens be most effective in repressing Hie evils of tiuae in force the pension act of 1871.
limitation at the close of I
ami consequently no municipal organiza- Hie liquor traffic. To this end such an in- which expired
vestigation into the effects of the traffic, 18,.I; or if this shall not seem to fully meet
tion in New Sweden, and can be none for
the obligations of the State to enact
and the results of legislation to
two years, at the
anotlisuppress
expiration of which time or restrain the
er law more liberal in its
same, as is contemplated
a hundred and
provisions.
thirty-three Swedes who
a
by proposition introduced iuto Congress
have already taken the
THE ORPHAN AMY MM.
necessary preliminby one of tiie Jtepresautativvs from till*
ary steps, will become American citizens.
Tne Bangor Home is a
general Orphan !
Stare,
could
lint full fn he in 11,.. 1,1
.1..
<
Attvluni
I..
l He
ommissioncr i* confident that the
vai me tuii--j
beneficial.
tnbutloii of a •'enerou.s
colony will not only prosper, but also that J(ree
people; ami .so far
It would lie unwise lor any one lo claim
it will attract a -till larger immigration
as it cares for
Indigent orphans of soldiers,
that prohibition has entirely suppressed or
from Sweden; and the result*
it should receive aid from the
fully justify
State. The
the State expenditure now closed, lie can entirely suppress the dram shop. That Halil Home has at the
present time nearly
recommend* that the care of the public is no more possible Ilian it is for human en- BO children in its
charge, all hut three of
actments to entirely prevent
theft.robbery, w horn are soldiers’ orphans; and lias found
property iu New Sweden, a* well as of the
road labor due the State, be transferred arson, or even murder. Indeed, any effec- homes tor other soldiers’
orphans in pritive enactments against practices which
to the Land Agent; and that the act estal>vate families
during the year. I'lii- work
are
and
at
tbe
the
exceptionally
profitable,
office
of
lUhiug
Commi-sioner of Immireflects the highest honor on those liberal
same time pander to men's
appetites and minded men and women who have contrigration. be repealed.
passions, are peculiarly difficult of thor- buted to found a
TIIK FISHERY COMMIMIOX.
Soldiers’
Home.!
ough enforcement, as has always beeu and deserves a continuanceOrphans’
of the bounty
The annual report of the Commissioners
found the case with statutes
ol the Slate.
prohibiting
of Fisheries gives an interesting account
gambling saloons and houses of ill fame,
of the progress of their work, in eonnecMEMORIAL I>AY.
as well as drinking houses and
tippling
ti *n with that of United States Commis- shops.
Ill view of tlie fact that the thirtieth
The true test of the merits of
day \
sioner llaird. in introducing ami dissemin- such legislation, of whatever
of
May ol each year has been designated
character, is
ating valuable species of tish into tlie not whether it entirely uproots the evils by the t fraud Army of the
Republic as the
streams and lakes of this State.
The ex- prohibited; but whether on the whole it
Soldiers .Memorial Day, and is
every year
periment of re-stocking our fresh waters docs not repress them as effectually at any coming to lie more generally dedicated
to
with salmon, -had and alewives, lias so system that eau be devised.
services commemorative of the noble men
F,r progressed, and the difficulties in the
w ho in the bite
IVhere our prohibitory laws have been
lor
national
life
struggle
V ay have been -o far obviated by the conwell enforced, few will deny that
they have gave their lives in defence ol tlie I’uiou.
st nut ion of
fisb-wayg over darn- and the accomplished great good. In more than there seems to me to be eminent propriety
f iivoval of other obstacles, that the Coiuthree-fourths of the State, especially in the in giving the same legal recognition to the
lf*fi»ioner* speak with entire confidence or rural (tortious, where
forty years since in- day in tins State, as is given to other hmi-'*
the complete success of this hii|M»ttant i toxicating
liquors were as freely and com- days, and as has already been given by the
movement to restore to our lakes and
monly sold as any article of merchandise, State of New York. Such a graceful act
streams their former abundance of food public sentiment lias secured sueli an enw ould be a deserved
and lender tribute to
INliea. In a very short time now the prac- forcement ol these laws, that there are now tlie
memory of that noble baud who retical results of these effort* will be
In
these
to
districts lew open bars; and even
the call ol this State for aid in
patent
j sponded
to all. and if these shall come near the
tier time of need, anil who rest iu cemesecret sales are so much reduced as to
confident expectation of those who have
make drunkenness in the rural towns com- teries In this and oilier States, or in namethe best means of information on this subparatively rare. The exceptions to this less graves where they fell, in Virginia, in
ject, we may regard the small investment state of tliiugs are mainly in some of the tlie I aroilnas, wherever the banner
of freeo! the State in this direction as
peculiarly cities aud larger villages, where public sen- doiu was borue. Nay, it would be an eio-1
fortunate and wise. The recommendation* timent ou this question is
usually uot so tpient teacher of tile duty ami honor ol i
ot the Commissioners should receive the
well sustained as towns more remote from patriotism, ami would
place the day which
attention they so well deserve.
the tide of immigration, ltut even hi these
honors the nation’s salvation side
by side
THE I.AW DEPARTMENT.
places our prohibitory legislation has al- with the day which celebrates its birth.
w ays beeu enforced to
some
extent,
and
Hie report of the
THE NATIONAL CENTENARY.
Attorney General Dot infrequently with much
thoroughness ;
give* a detailed statement of the extent of
By authority of an act of Congress, ap- 1
the labor* of this officer, as well a* of the and lias never beeu without that important
proved March 3. 1871. a Board ofCninmisfor good which all laws in
several County Attorneys, iu eutorciug the influence
moral directions exert. Constant, uniform sioners was appointed bv the President to
laws of the State against crime. The
sug- and
impartial enforcement, to the highest prepare and superintend the execution ot
gestion* contained in his report should
practical standard, is required in any mu- a plan fur the national celebration of the
receive due consideration.
nicipality, in order to obtain the fnll bene- •Jue Hundredth Anniversary of the link- I
the laws to punish murder.
tit ol any system of legislation in the li- peudence of the I'nited State-, by the;
ot an exhibition of arts, manufacIn view of criticisms which have found quor traffic. Coder our
system of govern- holding
expression, not only iu public journals, ment, where the public sentiment of muni- tures and products of tlie soil and mine, at
but even in court* of
justice. 1 should fail cipalities even will have great influence Philadelphia, during the summer of 1-7B.
to discharge the
duty imjiosed upon me. If in controlling the measure of enforcement The Centennial Commission, ably repreI did not direct your attention to the ol' this as well as other
laws, the only per- sented Oil tile part ol the State by Hon.
anomalous provision* of our statutes lor manent remedy for any
laxity in this direc- Joshua Nye a- Commissioner, and lion.
the punishiueut of the crime of murder in tion in
exceptional localities, ultimately Charles 1*. Kimball a- Alternate Commistin* first degree, since the
legislutiou of lies in such a quickening of public opinion sioner. have made most successful proin arranging such an international
Iu coutravention of will-settled as will either give new
l^'J.
energy and purpose gress
Principle* of government, this statute fails to local officers in power, or will secure exhibition as will serve as a Biting recognito preserve the wise distribution of
tion of so important a national event, and
powers the election of other men in their places.
contemplated bv the framer* of the con- For it should he remembered that local ut the same time as a worthy exposition ot
our
stitution, iu tiiat it iui|>osefl upon the officers are primarily required to enforce
progress iu literature, art. science and
executive
department the duties and the laws against drinking-bouses and tip. industry. To further the objects of the!
rc.*Doii-ibilitie* of a court of review—a
pling-sliops. and can do tills work, if they Exhibition, aud secure an appropriate repfunction clearly judicial rather than execuor tlie industries of tlie several
w ill, much more
satisfactorily mid effective- resentation
tive.
States, the Commissioners invite Maine to
ly than any others.
In addition to tlie duties thus imposed ou appoint a Board of Directors eonsistin.
Hy tl'** statute it is made the imperative
duty ot tl e governor ami council to care- local officers, the act of 1872, aud the ex- live members, who, with the Commissioner
fully* review the evidence and proceeding* ecutive orders issued In compliance there- aud Alternate Commissioner, shall constiin every ease; and then to decide whether
with. make it the duty of sheritls to inquire tute the State Board of Ceutenial Manathe -entente of the court
imposing the into all violations of these aud other laws ger-, upon whom w ill devolve the responpunishment provided by law. shall stand, of the Slate, within their respective coun- sibility of seeing that tlie State is properly
or another
penalty be substituted. Prac- ties, ami to institute legal proceedings represented in the Exhibition, and all Its
ueteriumauoii
or ling extra*
airainst such violations. The act ilsn im. interests there faithfully eared lor. 1 recordinary court of review—in which each poses upon County Attorneys the duty of
rnent of surh Directors, to serve w ithout
■number is a law unto himself,—is con- directing inquiries before Uhe
grand Jury
trolled by a majority of the council; for a into such violations, aud of
compensation.
prosecuting
sense of the
impropriety ol one and the persons indicted and securing the prompt MAINE IN THE NATIONAL STATl’AltV IIALL.
same
person acting both as judge and
sentence of such as shall be convicted.
If
By an act of Congress passed a few years
executioner, lias in every case that has either of these officers shall wilfully re- since, the several
Mates were invited to
arisen under the law, restrained the execu- fuse or neglect to
the
duties
imdischarge
furnish not exceeding two marble or
tive from assuming tire grave responsibili- posed upon him, evidence of the
bronze
statues of citizens illustrious lur
specific
ty of over-riding tire actiou of the council instances of such refusal or neglect, as their patriotism or
distinguished services,
when that body lias voted in favor of com- contemplated by the act and the constituto be placed in the old ball of the House 1
mutation. When the council have voted tion. may be presented to the
executive, of Representatives at Washington, which
otherwise, as they have done in ouly a and if lie is satislied that the charges are was set apart as a National
Statuary Hall.
single ease slues iue euactmeut of the sustained, it will be bis duty to briug sucli
Many States, including all of New Engstatute of lstJ9, the executive has issued
fact to the attentiou of the Legislature at
land, except Maine and New Hampshire,
his warrant, as then clearlv required bv the earliest
practical day, whereupon that have responded to tiie invitation.
It
law.
body may request the removal of the de- would be peculiarly appropriate for you to
U will be observed that the statute re- linquent officer.
take such preliminary aetion as
might requirement to which your attention is callWhile such a remedy as this is provided
sult in giving this State, on the
approached, is additional to, and even inconsistent for exceptional cases of
yet
ceuteuoial anniversary of American Indelinquency,
ing
with the design of the
pardoning power it will rarely be found that any of these dependence, tiie honor of contributing to
conferred upon the executive by the con- officers will wilfully refuse or
neglect to this national collection the statute of 'Mastitution. The latter is a constitutional do his duty, where he is toade to feel that
jor General Knox, the distinguished citizen
prerogative, designed not as an ordinary the public sentiment will sustain him.
soldier, whose illustrious services, both in
provision for revising the proceedings of Where this sentiment is not strong enough the strugle that gave our natiou
birth, ami
the courts,but simply as an exceptional rein a county either to urge existing officers
subsequently iu the eabiuet of the illustrisort in extraordinary cases, over which It
to a faithful discharge of their
iu
oils Washington, have conferred
duty, or,
was intended that neither the
legislative case of their neglect, to secure the elec- able renown upon the State ami imperishthe Na-!
nor
judicial department should have tion of men who will do their duty, the tiOD.
control, and for the exercise of which the ultimate remedy must be sought, under our
KAILllOA L> INTERESTS.
executive department should be solely re- system, through such Instrumentalities as
The report of tiie Railroad Commissionsponsible. But the former is a statute duty will arouse and elevate public opinion.
Valuable and indispensable as is the pro- ers gives a detailed account of Lhe proimposed upon the executive department, requiring a “review” of every case, and al- hibitory system of legislation for the re- gress and condition of the important railmost inviting the exercise of the
pardoning pression of drinking-houses and tippling road interests of the State, and makes recpower as if the legislature contemplated
shops, whose fruits are drunkenness, igno- ommendations to which your attention is
that modification of sentence should be the rance, brutality, waste,
pauperism, crime, directed. Inasmuch as the Board of Railrule instead of the exception. As the con- impaired health, shattered
intellect, pre- road Commissioners must, from the growstitution makes ample provision for
ing Importance ol railroads, be charged
any ex- mature decay and untimely death, it should
igency demanding the intervention of the not be forgotten that the efficiency of law, with as high and delicate duties, within
pardoning power, it seems to me eminent- as well as the power of those moral instru- tiie sphere in which they act, as are opposed even upon the courts of justice, I
ly desirable that oar statutes should estab- mentalities which law only supplements,
suglish such a penalty for the crime of mur- depend on the constancy and
gest whether it would not better comport
energy with
der as the law-making power expects to which labors are directed to maintain a
with the dignity ot the State and the indehave uniformly executed. To incorporate high standard of public sentiment on this
pendence of the office, if the salaries of tiie
in them a provision looking to the modifi- question. In so glorious a moral work as Commissioners should be paid from the
cation after conviction and sentence of the this, every good citixen should unite liis
State Treasury, and the State itseir should
assess the several railroad
penalty provided, is not only to create in sympathies and efforts.
corporations
the administrators of the law more than a
for the amount of the same.
TUX MILITARY URFARTMENT.
Railroads have become so
suspicion that the punishment nominally
indispensible
The reports of the Adjutant General, an
established was not designed to be execuagency iu the material development ol
General Chambcrlaiu as com- a slate, and exert so
ted, bat also to deprive the law of that aud of Major
important an influwholesome iudnence over the evil-dispos- mander of the drat Division of Maine Mil- ence over the public interests, as to make
tarnish
tall
itia,
information
as
to
the
contiie laws relating to them worthy of your
ed, which comes from the conviction that
dition of the Military Department of the
no one adjudged
tlioughtful attention. The pressing necesguilty can avoid the uniform and impartial enforcement ol what- Stale; and their recommendations and sugsity lor the extension of new railroads into
gestions are commended to yoar favorable large sections of our State, as yet
ever penalty the legislature
may under all consideration. There am ten
partially
the circumstances consider best calculated
companies or wholly destitute of means of communiof Infantry and one of Artillery, uniformto protect society.
cation so essential to their convenience and
ed as well as equipped by the State; and
devek>pment,aud the partial competition afPREVENTION OP CRIME.
two additional companies of
Infantry arm- forded by conceplional facilities for water
It is cheaper, and more effective and be- ed and equipped
by the State, but uniform- communication, have thus far made reneficent to prevent crime by removing its ed at their own
expense. The expense of strictions on railroad
corporations iu the
causes, than to allow these to ripen into uniforming these
—mpanine was about public Interest, seem to be less essential
criminal acts which require punishment.— eleven thousand
the expease of than m many other States.
dollars;
The fact that
A Urge part of this work of prevention U the
encampment, held near Portland in the such a feeling of confidence exists
to a
.within the sphere of personal moral
effort; month of August, about six thousand dol- great extent, makes the present time
vet that important portion which consists
peeulars, and other inetdeutel expeaaee of the liarly favorable for such a carelul revision
in removing the hindrances to right condepartment about two thousand dollars. •f our railroad legislation as will, on the
duct, and repressing the temptations to 1 Probably the annual expense of support- i one
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Laud, impose upon railway

as

they please.

They

are

public works,

no

matter by whose capital built; and while
the rights of property in them may not he
violated, yet it is the right and duty of the
Stale to see to it that they are so mauaged
as to serve the
public. So superior are
they to every other means of land transportation. and so expensive is the construction of competing lines, that railroads are
practically, and not necessarily in auy offensive sense, monopolies along tlteir respective lines of business; and unless there
is some power to restrain them expressly
or impliedly
reserved in the control of the
State, as there always is iu otlier grauts of
exclusive privileges, they may not
only
impose such freight and passenger tax on
the people as to control markets and destroy or build up communities, but they
may discriminate between citizens at pleasure.
Valuable and even indispensable as
railroads may be to a community so lo ng
is these corporations are servants,
yet, in
view of the tendency to a combination of
their interests and aggregation of their
capital iu the hands ot a lew, if they arc
allowed to become masters, a large part of
the benefits, which the public have a
right
to expect from them, will be lost, and the
become
sources
corporations
of oppression
and

In

public peril.

authorizing

the formation of railroad

corporations hereafter—whether by special
legislation or as is preferrable, by general
law—care should be taken to include such
provisions as will remove all doubts as to
the right of the State to exercise such supervision as the public interests may require. The (juesliou as to how far the legislature may exercise control of the railroad corporations which it has heretofore
chartered—the most of them with peculiar
privileges and powers,—is still in some im-

portant aspects

dicial decisions

although jugradually developiug

an opcu one,
are

legislatire rights whicli these corporations
have steadily denied. It lias been held by
the Supreme Court of the United States
that railroad corporations are common
law.—at least so far as to require them to
provide sufficient and convenient methods
oi

transportation, aua to carry passengers
and freight for all persons without distinction and without unjust discrimination;
even if not on such terms as may be determined to be reasonable. It has also been
held that a railroad corporation may be judically deprived of Its franchises tor a nonuse or misuse of them;
and that notwithstanding the ownership of a railroad may
be private, yet the use Is public, and tinroad itself a public highway. And as a
necessary consequence ot this, the court
added by the way of argument that "the
legislature is the exclusive judge of the
mode of use/' and this carries with it tinright to make such provisions and impose
such restrictions as the legislature nia\
think necessary tor public convenience, a*
well as safety.
While the importance of this subject demands a careful preliminary Investigation

mitf'tmpitrrlnwrfttctn relating

to tin-

railroad systems of this and other States,
will furnish the dntii for a judicious and
intelligent revision ot our railroad daws,
which inquiry, either through the Railroad
Commissioners or some other commission.
I most earnestly recommend—yet there
are some features of such
legislation of -»»
immediate and obvious necessity, u> it
seems to me, that they need not be dcferr» d.
Of this character is a general law for the
formation of railroad corporations and construction ot railroads. Hitherto this has
been done by special charter, and has involved not only all the evils incident to ordinary special legislation, but also, at lca-t
in some other States, in cases where proposed roads were supposed to conflict with
existing railways, those fearfully demoralizing practices to which great’corporations sometimes resort to dcleat or promote legislative measures.
These evils
would be entirely avoided by a general
law authorizing a suitable number of persons, under restrictions which
carefully
protected private as well a- public interests, to construct railroads between such
points as they desired, and could obtain
the means to build, liy thus putting the
construction of railroads on a free basis,
subject to the same laws of trade that regulate other business transactions, they
would be built wherever the demands of
transportation justified. or coin uuuitie-'
could furnish the requisite means. Although, on account of the expense of the
construction of railroads, even free railroading will by no means secure the same
competition in this as in other business, yet
its tendency would be in that direction, and
its influence healthy. It would serve, on
the one hand, to moderate the demands of
railroad corporations from a knowledge
that competition might spring up; on the
other hand, to some extent relieve such
corporation from the odium which attaches
to monopolies sustained by law.
Existing laws, as it seems to me, fail to
collier upon the Kailroad Commissioners
powers which are essential to secure the
convenience, even if they do tiie safety of
the public. These commissioueis should
have power to order that additional station
or trans|M>rtation facilities be lurnisbed by
a railroad to any town
through which it
may pass, where, after hearing and investigation, thev may regard these facilities
insufficient. They should have authority
to require railroads to connect at such
points as they may judge the public interest requires; and when tiie roads cannot
agree upon connecting terms, should have
power to adjust such differences. It is uu|ust to the public that they should suffer in
between
consequeuce of disagreements
different roads preventing such a connection of their lines as is necessary to secure
the public convenience. Without such a
it will be iu the power of existprovision, lines
to compel new roads seekirg trunk
ing an outlet, to submit to such severe
leriiis as may seriously iuipare the value 01
the latter, and prove prejudicial to the public interests.
There are other directions in which,
sooner or later,
legislation will be lound
necessary. While railroad corporations
are clearly required, as common carriers,
to transport passengers and freight tor all
persons, without distinction, and without
unjust discrimination, yet as the remedies
for a breach of these duties all rest on the
common law and not on statute, there are
great difficulties in the way of any private
individual eulorcing his rights against a
powerful corporation, unless there shall be
legislation to facilitate.
Inasmuch as it must ever be the aim ol
tiie managers of a railroad corporation to
make tiie net earnings sufficient to pay tile
interest on the bonded indebtedness and
stock of the road, tiie law should guard
against tiie serious evils which have resulted in some States from what, is popularly known as “watering stock," by
absolutely prohibiting the issue of any
stock, except for a consideration of nionei.
labor or property equal to the i.ar value ol
sucli stuck ; or of any bonds or other evidence of indebtedness, except tor such
consideration equal to. perhaps, eighty per
cent, of their value.
So much danger is
incident to the growing practice ol railroad corporations, in purchasing and holding real and personal property for other
purposes than those necessary to carry on
the business lor which they are incorporated, that it may be well to consider
w hether all sneb transactions should not
be more clearly forbidden by law.
These and other considerations bearing
upon this important subject, should receive your careful attention.
SPECIAL LEGISLATION.
In whatever direction you may fee) called upon to exercise your authority as law(Concluded on Fourth Faye.)
corpora..

1

tlonsjust responsibilities anil restraints;

and on the other hand, proper!}’ protect Invested cupitul, and inspire that public confidence which is so essential to the true interests ot railroads, as \*. ell as of.communities.
Inasmuch as railroad corporations are
granted extraordinary powers which partake of the nature of sovereignty, it is only
alter mauy limitations and restrictions that
they can be said to be private corporations
at all.
Railroads should not amf can not
be regarded simply, or even principally, as
the property of individuals, to be managed

as

•
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a

Dinghy's Message.

readers with

of our

Governor.

new

yet the fieuuent terrible disasters with loss
of life, rsnder a safe passage at least interesting to oue's friends on either sitle of the

singular unanimity the l’ress^of the
England States, has concurred as to
it« merits and the opinions therein expressed; and perhaps noue lias given it
higher praise than some of the Democratic
With

New

papers of

our

own

Tlie reputation of the Cunard
I-iue for safety, is truthfully deserved, having lima tar had no losses of sh p or life*.
Atlantic.

State.

the "Cuba," and her

For

accomplished

Kigidly abstaining iromjalI discussion
Moodie. we can bear chcvrlul tesof a political character, and scarcely al- Captain
timony of the ability of bolh. to dojtheir
to
national
themes.
Gov.
Dingley
luding
well. Unfortunately the passengers
confines himself to the interests of Maine. part
do not always behave as well, anil why?
In these, lie finds ample scope for his facile
Ah! why. from sad experience, I know
and graceful pen. With a full know ledge
whereof I speak. that in mid-ocean, say,
of bis subject, he most happily treat* of
the sailors
the
forties." called
by

••rolling

The substitute repealing the Salary Bill,
pa«sett the Senate by a vote of 50 to

b,

on

Monday,

was

off than any of the

offered by Mr. Couk-

ling and repeals all of the original Salary
Bill except that affecting the President and

were

iar

tient.

<

the

and all back

New Year,

tear,

into

get

lets.—the

describe

or

to

Both

half

bare
any

ground and ourCafheriues
legs to break.

never

the

early hour, and in every direction could
be seen gentlemen discharging their social
duties, an 1 squaring their accounts with
their friends by opening new ones.
llow far the ultra temperance

passed quietly and creditably
leaving no alarming number

throughout the city

at

House the u-ual
observed, and

republican

burning
noonday—and stran-

in

lidmerican, 'ere h'-s *igh 'CMhorn.
(meaning. “Here, is High Holborn St.,")
‘*//i will put you Mn han Aotntiibu*. and ’e
party should -et up their next tabernacle, will set you down Aail right Aat the otel."
and »o bitter was the strife that there ia The police are always polite and obliging,
danger, it is said, of a total disruption of and when you are accustomed to their sty le
of language, which is by no mean- singuthe tribe.
lar in I^omlon, oue can soon learn the ways
Hon. Henry B. Harrison of New Haven, of this vast city. Owing to the enoruioui,;i* been named by both the Republican consumption of -oft coal iu ov*r lour hundred thou-and houses the heavy smoke tills
a suitable candidate
organs of Hartford
f >r Governor of Connecticut.
the atmosphere, aud rests upon the build^
ings giving all of them a dingy gray color,
A Woman Sieekage Convention is to and even iu the wealthiest quarters, a dark
—

»—

—

a

and

he past

month, is 28. of which 13 were
abandoned. 2 sunk by collision,
and four founded.
1'hey are classed as
wrecked.

fodows; 2steamers. 3 ships,9 barks, 1 brig,
and 3 schooners, aud their total value exclusive of cargoes, is estimated at

$1,580,000.

has

pub-

lished the following
"Whereas the Old
Women known as my Wife, in consequence
of attending Powwows of the Jumpers aud

almost colorless face—extravagant dress—
and “I-don't-care"’ air.
Certainly this
manne-r Is conspicuous with too many of
young ladies, both at borne and abroad,
and is justly severely criticised by English

our

the

penses
wages.

Howlers and the Cat Burners, has beentirely Senseless. Crazzy. aud Keekless. and does Dothing but rush up and down

There is

or

trust

her

on

my

mouth.)

A man servant

a

very

much distinction here in the
classes ot society, that the economical calculator of expenses in London, finds him-

accomplishing my Ruin; Therefore I forbid
any one to harbor
count.”

less,
many household exare
lower especially servants'
Au extra capable girl gets £12 a
as

year. ($."> a
little more.

the road and Circulate the Most Infamous
1Jes Concerning myself and others, thus

display.

Trices of board, in first class boardinghouses. about the same as with us. It

come

ac-

self

so

exceeding

Lis limit for price of

hoard,

because he mutt not be found where any of
the classes lower than himself stay. If a

Con frees.
In the Senate, the salary bill was amended. after much discussion, to make the salary $5000 aud that no mileage be allowed
on the drst session of the 43d
Congress,
but iinal action was uot taken on the bill.
In the House, the deaths of members of
that body. Messrs. Brooks, Foster, Woodman and Williams, were announced with
appropriate remarks, and the House adjourned as a mark of respect to their memories.

professional mao. he must
lodge with shopmen, or any
classes,

lie at once loses

not board or
of the middle
caste.

If he

hulas an official position, be is far a love
the middle classes, and to omit his title iti
address, you might as well make your escape forever from his preseuce
expect his recognition again.

as

to

ever

The American visitor is struck with the

immense distances
in London—riding
181*.
twelve miles in one direction, and ten in
Judge Poland has also introduced a hill another, one gets an idea of the vast area
to help the surviving soldiers of the war of
it covers. Cabs, omnfbutses. the under181*. Under the act of 1871 only those of
these veterans who had served sixty days ground railroad, and trarns,(EngiUh name
THE VETERANS OF

j

cuold claim a pension. There are many lor horse cars) convey you cheaply every- |
who turned out to repel invasion by the where. For a
shilling (25 cts) you ride in
British army from the north, who were not
a cab a distance not exceeding 2 miles—
sixty days in the service, but who displayA
ed their patriotism as well as those who sixpence for every additional mile.
were
Several years ago a law of Congress penny (2 eta.) a mile is the fare of the omwho
served
of
1812,
gave to every soldier
nibus and tram.
fourteen days, a land bounty. Judge PoNot visiting London for sight-seeing, or
a
to
to
bill
land's
pension
give
proposes
I cannot interest your readers
and
pleasure.
to
man
who
was
entitled
bounty,
every
makes tbe proof and allowance of bounty with descriptions of the many places of
sufficient proof to entitle the same person historic interest in and around this reto a pension, on proof of identity. This
nowned old city. Availing myself of Satwill aid all the old patriota who still sururday afternoon and Sundays for lectures.
vive.

J

to

in.

veterans who

( tv

PUOKKSSION OB OCCUPATION.

Fanners,
Merchants and Farmers,
Farmers aud Lumbermen,

Physicians,

l.M!UUTlON.

Merchants and Lumbermen,
Editor and Lawyer,*
Merchant and Manufacturer,
Shipbuilder and Lumlterinan,
(icneral Sup’t (iranltc Works,
Farmer and Cattle Broker,
Manufacturer of Lumber,
Master Mariner,
Tanner,
Hotel Keeper,

From the present out-look, very much
of the legislation desired. I* of a special,

private character. An unusual mount
of these classes of legislation l* petitioned
for, bv Hancock county. Some w*jr
or

should Ik* devised, to rid the !>»gi* I at ure
|ietty matter*. Until after the

of such

Joint
that

have

“make-way" step

cannot sec

been
for

31

appointed,

petitions

RKMOION.

one

No religious preferences,
No religious preferences rejairted,

what ia expected in “our line".

In my letter of last week, I gave ours a*
the 7th, Councilor District, and such it was
for the decade ending with 1870. For the

present decade, it is the 3d, and is
CMggin, aud

{

I'nitariau,
orthodox,

[ Episcopalian,
Hancock, Andros* Methodist,
Liberal,
Sagadahoc, an unsatisfactory I Spiritualist,
com-

airangcnieut, with but few

31

l’he exDtug sysof having seven Councilors to advise
with the iaoveruor, is a useless a* well as a
co*tlv appendage, which in these times of
common,

rKKSIItKNT OP SXNATB.

tem

BfTt.BR,

inm

iu,

rt

uii_u
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II. KIU1ITS.

c-is

uc

Edward,

iMMimu.

>

|fl i»J»rr pia^C

and Journal" lie has shown himself a
This I*. M. the Joint Minding Comuiit- forcible and
graceful writer, and has taken
urur.. snn.vn..Aw.l
Tha prominent Dart In the
politics of York
to the If uncork
member*, were, in the county and of the State. Members of the
Letter From the Capital
Philadelphia National Convention of 1*73.
>en.uo, to Emery, oti Judiciary, Com- j a*
delegate Irom the First District of
merce. ami Education; Whitmore, chairArm »ra. Jan. 10. Is74.
Maine, and for live years has been the
njernl>er of the Republican State
man
of
York
To the
Fisheries. Manufactures, (Malms,
of the Am^riran :—
In the House, Waaaou, chairman of Agri- !1 « citral Committee, and twice chairman of
The fir*t week of tli«* Ikfoiotl of the LegYork Republican County Committee; enDlaturc is unattractive to a business man. culture, t ounty Estimates; llall. Financial
tered the editorial profession In 1863, w as
It is ail taken up with the tedious formali- Allairs, St ite Eauda; Guptill. Education;
admitted to the bar In 1865; member of
ties of organizing and setting in motion Silshv. Interior Waters; lllodget, KUber- the Senate in 1873. and was re-elected by
the
majority ever before given to
tlie new State Government. On Wednes- les;
Itahhuge.
Counties;
Hutchings, any largest
candidate in York county. Always a
day. each branch of the legislature spent Tow'iis; Wentworth, Reform School, ami republican.
the win do session in registering the de- < lark. State Prison. So endeth this chapKukht, Liciijls A.. Ellsworth, (Hancock county.) Republican, Congregationcisions of the caucus of the evening be- ter.
RlKlL.
alist. lawyer, married; age XI.
Horn in
fore. The ballot ting went on with tireCarmel; graduated at Uowdoin College,
The
Woman
some monotony from PreskUnit and
Reform.
Suffrage
speakclass of '61.
His parents removed to
er dow n to the jtnetiile Folder, the result
Hampden in 1850, and be resided there
wrilli
them until 1863.
NO. 1.
After graduating at
of every ballot being as well known beShall women vote? This question is fre- l ollege. studied law in Bangor with A. IV.
fore a- after it was taken, members yawnand
admitted
Paine,
wraa
to tha bar
K*»(.,
asked and variously answered: f>r it is
ed through it all ami welcomed the ad- quently
In August, 1*63; commenced the practice
u
upon which good men may honestly
que-tion
of Ins profession at Ellsworth in October.
journment as a glad relief.
d»fT**r. Those who advocate this reform are
1*63. where he has ever since resided. In
On Thursday, the voles for Governor
generally noble-minded. s df-*acriti«ing men 1869 he entered into a law partnership w ith
were formally counted by a joint commitand women, wha witnessing tbs hard lot of Hon.
Eugene Hale. M. C. from the 5th.
tee. and by their report it appeared to be
women pity them and advocate their voi-ng. ; Cong.
District, which partnership still
;
under the style of Hale A Emery,
as
u
continues
what
that
measure
true,
for their relief. Hut the great
every body knew,
Ding ley
lias
been
County Attorney. City Solicitor
w»s elected.
Accordingly a joint com- mistake of the w hole reform is that it Ignores of Ellsworth,
member of the City Council.
mittee was sent to apprise him of the re. tin- grand fact that there is such a thing as sex.
and la now Ball Commissioner of
The misguided philanthropist clamors for Ac.,
markable fact. He did not stem surprisHan rock county.
woman to be what the physiologist knows she
ed or overcome, but very composedly an*4
Whitmokk. Avkut H., Verona. (Hannever can I*.
Ignorant of what constitutes oock county.)
Republican, no religious
aweretl that he would accept the otHce.
m-x in its highest sense, the former believes
| preferences reported, farmer, married;
The committee reported the answer baek that
36.
Born
in
women can feel, think and act like a man.
age
Verona; formerly devoted
(
to the Legislature which on it* part did
the winter season to teaching school; has
Hut the latter well knows that, not only ia hu1
been uu the superintending school commitnot seem at
all thunder-struck. Then
man lyings, but iu all annuals from the lowest
tee for the last twelve years, and haa held
the Senate scut a formal proposition t » the
I
the highest, sex produces a difference both
! all the important town nfllcea ; is now Town
iu mind and body .which neither law, custom, I
House for a Convention to awenr in the
Treasurer. Member ol the House in 1873,
new* Governor, which proposition tku training, nor any other j*ower can eradicate. | and of the Senate in 1873. Always a reAnd it is a grand law in nature that throughout publican.
Hoiue accepted, and sent back word acthe whole animal king lorn, the male is greater
IIOl'KK.
cordingly. Thereupon the Senate took
in *ize and strength and holds undisputed, the
The House is composed of 151 members.
up its line of march headed by it« PresiI>o*ition of master. And it is also evident I There are 103 republicans, 41 democrat*. 6
dent, preceded by the messengers, and
that he has qualities of mind as well as body
Independent, and 1 liberal. We have sucfollowed by pages
to the lb preventaI eceded in obtaining returns from all
but
which make him more tit for that position.
fifteen members, (and the names of these
tive Hall, ami took scats in frout at the
No oue will dispute that such a law exists
arc
in
their
put
led of the Speaker. Mr. Dingley look the whether it be just or unjust. Now iu a
proper places.) Of those
repub- from whom wa have
complete returns, the
o&the of oftice iu a very solemn manner li tn government the voting power i- the govfacts are given: 31 of the refollowing
.**
ihb nt’y *
and was
-ed ui?h the erning power and when it is a-ked that women l publicans were formerly
whigs. )3 were
high responsibility lie was u»uming. vote, it i- virtually asked thft man relinquish democrats, 3 were abolitionists, and 1J
his natural j>o-iiion a* leader, that he -bars
were always
Several members of >cuate and House
republicans; 3 democrats
were formerly whigs. 1 a liberal
with wo mm hi- natural right to rule and thus
republima
ciivered to get seat* near the door, iu
and
can,
ten
were
always democrats ; one
introduce mlo society so awkward and still so
order to slip out uup**reeiv»*d when tired
from
a republican.
independent
changed
dangerous s pow»*r,as double leadership. The
and one from a democrat.
of listening, but Mr. Dingley’* addres- was
w«*rld alw ays has been, and still is governed by I
The oldest members are Daniel Libby of
so interesting and so well delivered that
force. Pnpalatable as tills truth may be. it is
Limestone, and Barnabas Horsley of
no one left uutil it wnt* finished, though he
truth nevertheless. Many seem to tlnuk that Sangerville, who are 6* each.
Daniel
Lewis of Ripley is the youngest member,
ualioni submit to majority votes simply from
occupied ovu£hour.
23
of
Three
of the memage.
Friday was wlint i4 called here. “Dress fairness. This is a mistake, a jreat mistake. being years
bers are oetwren 20 and 30 vears of
age,
Parade** day. 'rite Senate was kept trot- In the early stage* of society voting is simply a
between
30
and
thirty
40,
between
fifty-two
ting “back-wards aud fro", to tin- 11 ill of test of physical force; simply a method of de- 40 and 50, thirty-fiye between 50 and
60,
the House, first, to help elect State oil! eg, termining which is the stronger party without and sixteen between 00 and 70.
resorting to actual combat for a decision. And seyen were born in the cities or townsFiftyami thun to <jialily noun* of tin* nevy Counthey
in the present state of society in snnow represent, and sixty-four in the State.
cilors. and it got vo tired of the work that though
Fifteen have received a collegiate educaluhtcued nation-, the fact is so concealed that
it adjourned over until Monday afternoon
many are not cousciousof it, still the fuel re- tion, thirty-eight an academical education,
for li st.
During the interval the l*re»l- mains that a vote derives its pow« r simp’y and Ihe remainder were educated In the
common or district schools; 41 have had
deut of the Senate aud Speaker of tin* from the fact that behind
every vote there stands
legislative experience; 117 of the members
House are busy making up the committees, the military power of a man.
the numare married.
ber
of
votes
and the me tubers are busy
which
a
i»
an
exact
inhas,
party
eectionering
iui

j

jM.icen

tally

be

ifii

some

burning-,
place he

a-

iu»*

ji

licit*

di-appointments,
every

one

ummuiiui*

win

ami

cannot

get

heart
the

Kvery

lawyer want* to
lx- upon the Jmiicmry. Kvery railroad
man o.i the Railroad committee Ac.
I am
want*-

told that there

places
The

the

o'i

are

Sato

fifty

candidate* for

1’rison

only point is that such

a

committee.

place gives

a

free ride to

TI)onia“ton and hack.
lluring the general di|!m.‘*«. tlje special
correspondent*'' nmuae themselves by

Ut‘X

physical force; and hence when a
out-ruled it acknowledges itself Infeparty
rior in power aud submits to wbst seems like
moral force, when in reality it is simply a test
of physical force. No man can estimate the
amount of -laughter prevented by this
simple
device. And so loog as a vote represents a
ui tts

is

long voting may be the only test requirby parties in a nation to determine which
party-hall rule; but as soon as women vote
man.so

ed

men.

its intrinsic [lower. For it
will not represent power and uo amount of
legislation can make it represent power any
more than legislation can make a
paper currency represent real worth where them Is no
coin for its redemption. Now it Is very evident that it is much safer aud more
likely to
promote the peace of the world that votes
should be an exaet index of the
power of a
party, instead of simply indicating the desire
of a certain number of individuals
regardless
of their power.

••anti-Hamlin”

Should woman vqte there would be a frightful uncertainty with regard to power aod no

of fancies about pocoujiiring
litical combinations. If
there is one
up all smts

tiling less

of or talked about
than another among the members, it is
the matter of 17. S. Senator uext winter,

thought

yet there is nothing

heavily

on

to weigh so
the minds of the newspaper
seems

They have already classified tlie
olJainliu'1
men
and
Legislature imo

amusing and

men, in
vexatious.

a

manner

It is

both

all guess
far pruved

work, and they have not thus
themselves, average guessers. There are
some men that are always suspicious aud
those who are worrying so much about
this Senator question, would undoubtedly
tee toiqc terrible political machination in
the coming of the millennium.
As the "American" has so excellent a
correspondent in "Rural’' my letters will
be Btlul, and by no means a record of
Legislative doings. By and by ( will try
to send you items of uews
of local inter*
ast to our country.
Augusta. Jam 13. 1874.
After a week of fuss aud formalities the
organization is completed, and both
Branches

working order, or will be.
Standing Committees are
"make up" of which is giving

are

In

when the Joint

named, the
a

visible "concern of mind” to not
An

unnsaally large proportion

a few.
of the

members are new men, who are not skilled in UraUgic legislation. Such can. and
do see the "moves” on the checker-board,
but the hand of the mover is unseen, while,
occasionally those who play, dud that
"Tbos« olt are errors which stratagems seem.”
As yet, nothing has transpired to provoke debate, or to develop forensic talent
in either House.
As usual, those of pop-gun calibre, are
the first to "go off” but the danger from
their projectiles, is greater at the breech.

tb'* vote will lose

tell how many rebellions and revolutions would spring from this
uncertainty.
And it will not do to dazzle our sober reason
with the glittering fancy that the millennium
is so near that men a-c going to submit to majorities in matters that afcct their property,
their various interests, and their rights, simply
because it is fair or right that they ahould do
•o; for the world's history shows that man haa
submitted iu these matters no further than be
was obliged to, either by actual force or a vote
representing force; an J certainly men will test
their force and as soon as tbe vote ceaaea to be
e reliable test, eomc reckless reformer will invent another. Can we afford to try
thuexperiment?
Doubtless this will seem to tome a very hrut<U argument, but the history of the moet enlightened nationa in Europe aud America, tally
warrants the assertion, that the only
right
known to nations Is might?
K. L Oilvdu.
mau

V/1»

beeu

an addition to tbe firm of Mr.
arul
Mrs. F C. and C. H. Nash, law practitioners at Columbia Falls.
The interesting

event occurred in Portland, where Mrs. N.
has recently conducted a ease in court.
The little fellow is doing well and is lively.
Mrs Nash was admitted to the Washington

county bar about a year since, and formed
a law partnership with her husband.
—•«;»■---

—Rev. D. il.

Trfboii, of Hampdeu. Chap-

lain U. S. N., has

been ordered to. the Unow lying at Key

3. steamer Colorado,
West.

|UJi

44
33
14
3
3

Farmers and Lumbermen,

Physician*,

'4

Lumbermen,

Manufacturers,

3
3
3

Farmers and Stock Brokers,
Tcschers snd Farmers,
Insurance Agents,

■>

3

Shipbuilders,
Mechanics,
Teachers,
Paper Manufacturers,

■>
.1

3
3

Blacksmiths,

Druggist,

{

Trader and Pannes,
Butcher and Cattle Broker,
Marble Manufacturer,
House and Ship Joiner,
House Joiner,
Accountant.

1

fiow

1
1

Clothier,
SBUOIOK.

Universal!*!,

ME00*"41’
Baptist,

15

o

3

Liberal,

Free Baptist,

H

Unitarian,
Christian,

A

Episcopalian,

»

Roman Catholic,

3
3

■

IBS* KZLLSl’S BAIT ITBV?
hand, and your children will never be sick it
instantly cure sour stomach, dysentery, griping in the bowels wind colic, Ac. Gives relief in
teething. Pleasant to take. Coutames no opium
or morphine
Relieve# your child bv curing, uot
by musiug it to sleep, as its restored health aud
will
Sold bv drug
growth
soon Indicate.
thrifty
fists. Price 36 eents per bottle.
spno ti mos 3*

on

will

year*, and his father wns «n officer In the
war of 1813.
Educated iu the common
sctiiuls of Ids native town and at the East
<
M mine onfercnce Seminary at Bucksport;
a member of the board of 8. S. Committee
for throe years; has contributed to the
column* of the press, and been connected
with teinperanee organization* lor ten
years; is at the present time County Deputy of Hancock county of the order of Good

Templar*.

SiLSBY. Chaklks P.. Aurora.

Congrcgatloiiallsf.

can,

farmer,

The Household Punaceu,
—AN l>—

Kamily

Liniment
is the best remedy in the world for the following
complaints, viz : Cramps in the Limbs and Stomach. Pain in the Stomach. Bowel* or side, Rheumatism iu all its forirs, liillious Lille, Neuralgia,
Cholera.
Colds, t resh Wound*,
Dysentery.
Burns. Sore Throat, Spinal Complaints. Sprains

Republimarried;

Horn iu Aurora, ami attended the
town *ch- ols.
Has held the office of and Bruises. Chills and Fever, tor Internal amt
External use.
Postmaster.
Da operation is not only to relieve the patient,
SI’KAKCK.
but entirely removes the cause of the complaint.
It penetrates and pervades the whole system, re
Thomas, Wii.liam W. Jr.. Portland. itoHag healthy acttOM to all its parts, and
Republican. CongregaLionalist, lawyer, quickening the blood.
Passres Is purely
the MssMhoM
single. Horn in Portland, and graduated
Wa* sent to Vegetable and All Healing. Prepared by
at nowdoin College In I860.
CURTIS A BROW N.
Constantinople early In 186*2 a* Vice ConNo. 216 Fulton Street. New York
sul General of that part; soon after apFor sale bv all druggists
spi #1>2H
pointed Acting Consul at Galatz. in the
Principality of Moldavia, and received the
••special thanks of the Department of
Stare” for important set vices rendered
while there. In 1863 was promoted to be
full Consul at Gothenburg. Sweden, which !
position he tilled until the close of 1865. j
On accepting hi* resignation, the State Department tiwik occasion to express it* high
appreciation of hi* conduct a* a public
The U. R. C’s. will give their 3d Annual
util
lie was admitted
the bar iu
age 35.

Abbertisemcnts.

$eto

MASQUE !

BAL

to

%er.

1806, at Portland, ami entered at once
In i860 he was |
upon the practice of law.
-ATone of the Commissioners uu
the settle-i
ment of the public lands of our State.
In j
HABCOCH If ALL. 1LUWORTII.
1870, as Commissioner of Immigration, lie
-ONsailed to Sweden, recruited a colony, re-;
turned to Maine and founded New Sweden WEDNESDAY EVE, JAN. 28, 1874.
iu our northern forest*. The history of this
Music will be furnished by ANDREW*'S <>R
enterprise U well known ; the colony has C1IKMKA. of Bangor.
steadily increased, and Maine number* toA#*Arrangements have been made to furnish
day 1500 Swedish inhabitants. Member Ladle*, ami Gents’ Costumes from Bangor, an
of the House in 1873. Alw ays a i* publi- Boston, at reasonable price*. They can l»e «n
gaged in advance, by applying to the Costume
can.

Masqaerade Ball and Promenade Concert,

Wasson. Sami kl. Ea*t Hurry. Kepubli- j
can, Litieral
Congregationalism, farmer,
married; age 65. Born in Brooksville;
educated chiefly at home. One of the
Selectman for fifteen year*. Trial Justice
fourteen years, member of Maine Board of
Agriculture eighteen years. President of
the Maine State Agricultural Society two
year*. Secretary of the Society one year.

A.

If.

IlfiVKifKI

Ell.worlh.
-<)-

A,

County,

.Tlninr.
—

DEPITIRI

raltirsi.u,
l»nvf«*».

N

A

Buck,|H.It

( .i«tui¥

Osgood

iiluehill
t.ouIdahoi
.\lt Mt »rrt.
I>fer I*le
anv *>ne -if the

Benjamin Nu.ter,
W. II
I|. Spoffind,
tr AJI business entru«ted to
above fticer*. will be promptly
tended to
KlUworth, Jan. 11th. l*;»

and faithfully

<

m

lyr’.

Caution.
1.1, per son* are e auti »ned against purct.a
a note running t«> Oliver I
< andagr.
,r
.«
ty dollars, given in January 1*71, a* uid n
been lout, and payment stopped
>aid note
gi,
ed by J *i* p h ( andagr.
OLIVEB L. L ANliAt*I*.
Itluehi l, Jau. 10th. JH74.
S*J*

A

New Publications.

SEASONABLE

GOODS

HYMN

!»►>!

THK

,’w

Sheriff of Hancock

J.W
K ►

the Maine Senate iu 1357 8, anil ol the
House In 1*65-70; taught school twenty
eight nea»on»; published at one time the
£a.*tern Farmer.” Formerly a whig.
ReWkntwoktu, John. Bu< k-^rt
publican, Methodist, house Jollier, married;
Born in Orrlngton. and moved to
age 56.
Bucksport In 1855; educated at town
schools ill Onringtoii and at H uiipdcu
Academy. Served on board of Selectmen
in Orriugton in 1851, and in liiicksport
from Mandi. l*62, to March, 1*68. Member of the House In 1*73.
Democrat to
1855, republican ever since.

“The
Service of Song,
for
Hapti.it
FREBH ORANGES,
Churches” compiled und edited by >. I,, raid500
Uallon* New
Cider.
well, I>. !>.. now Professor in N. wton Theo.
Inst., and A. J. Gordon, Pastor of tb« « laivn0.i*tei>,
1 don St. Church, Boston.
It i- a pleasure,
BY THE GALLON OK UCAKT
merely to look at this book. Its hnod*uiuf
binding, clear type, und firm, smooth paper, FIGS, DATES AND RAISINS
are gratify iug to the eye; and the excellence
to be found at
which they suggest, is not illusive. The com<)
(’
M H S'.
O
piler* have made an admirable selection, in re.
January IX '74.
•peel botii to hvrnus ami to music. It is published m two forms : one, a hymn and tunc edilion; ami the other, containing the hymns
1 alone.
Its special merits will be seen from the
i following particulars
A NEW SLEIGH
1. It contains 10611 of the •hol«*e»t hymu» 111
I* V t* MI A. Pint HKIt,
the language, and 38 doxologies, m every \ w
twS
Ellsworth, Maine
nety of metre; with the author's name attached to each, (so fur as known.) ami th«- date of

For Sale J

AND WAGON.

—

Eclectic Magazine

publication.

its first

2.

The Music, provided and arranged for
congregational singing, is admirably adapted to
1 the
object, embracing th«* good old standard
tunes, and a great variety of new and popular
! ones, by the l*»st American, Knglish. and German authors.
3.
There is a choiec selection (occupying lt>
pages.) of Scripture and Chants for chanting.
4.
The music is si) arranged that there arc

generally

or

Foreign

Science

and

*ri.

iH7L.
v t a u

SCIENCE.
To this department, the E( LEl Tic gives ;*r,space than any other magazine in the w
exclusively scientific. It not only present* n
month to month an ample record •>( uiacovcrv
invention, hut gathers from the wh ile field r
eign current literature the best
article* .>r
nsu>>l authorial ve thinker* and writer*.
!
men as I’r>>t*.
Huxley and Tyndall, Richard
tor. B. A., I*rot. Owen, I»r M
ii Carpenter Mas
Muller, and Mr. J. Norman Luckyer. all of wh
have boeii rt presented in recent issuer

tunes at each opening,
leas known appear?* a familiar
one accompanies it.
3.
The numbering of the hymns. In the difforent editions. corre«|»onds.—a very
iiu|M>rtant
one

Magazine.

consideration.

LITERATURE.

The ty|»e of the hymns ami the music is
remarkably clear, and the page open and attractive.
7. The indexes, of which there are six. are
6.

full

Literature,

TiiUTitrii

two or more

and where

^The EtXlCTIC also find*

room

for

arrav

an

In*.motive and entertaining articles in g, i,.
literature which is
surpassed by none o! th*
erary montliliea.
It.* select hm are made ir
a.
the
English periodicals, an l occasional;/ lr*»i«
those of France and Germany and oover a iiitnaturt: incomparably richer and more
produ* tiv*
than ary utht>r to wnioh tiie reader cm Lind a.
A class ot writers contribute to the English
r£**
maga*iue* and new*paper* such a* seldom .*> ;
pear in American periodical*,
and Uie be*;
these Essays, Reviews, Sketches. Cnti< isms *
Poems are reproduced in the Eclectic
...

clear, am! systematically arrang-

unusually
ed.
3 The price, considering the
character of
the
workj and its superior mechanical execution, Is lower than that of any other in the
market.

FICTION.

It only remains to be said that these commendations are confirmed by the
flattering opinions of many professors, pastors, and choir:
leaders and bv the action of m&nv rhtin-heu
that have discarded other new hooka already
obtained, in order to introduce this. Price :
llvmn and Tunc Kditlon. square octavo, cloth,
92.U0. Hymn edition, lrt mo. sheep, #1.23.
First supply to churches, for introduction, furnished at #1.60 and #1.00. tlould and
Lincoln,
Boston.

The

Eclectic

without

giving undue

j,*<

to this department, offers it* readers
serial stone* to be had. together with

nence

best
short stories fur
linn

vyLicb i_...
th$ English

liorli ait.l

A

...

d

Qiaguz,..c«

..

Editorial Department».

The Editorial Department* are Liter art v>
TU-eh. dealing with the book,
published at h.
r<>RKit>N Literary Notes,
giving the irr.hrliterary matters abroad; Science, which ->;i
menu the longer articles with brief
«

covering

the whale scientific

paragr»

field, and mVwt.h

TIEN will be found choice
reading*, culled :r-• ■;»
new books and
No oilier 1foreign journal*
tic publication
attempt* uny thing like the»v a.

The “American
Artiznnpublished by
Brown A Allen, No. 258
Broadway, X. York,
at #2.i)0 per annum, is a
monthly magazine,
“devoted to the interests of education and advancement of the producing classes, both em-

partmems.

Steel
Each

number

Engravings

contains a Fine nthkl H.n.»ravino on
||
general interest—u
a
portrait—and ea<*h year's volumes
contain
tweive or m«»re ol these
engraving-, which are
ecuted In tkc best manner bv the l**st art:*:*
I he»e
engraving! are of permanent value, an
add greatly to the aitracti veness of the
Magazine.

jecloi

ployers and employed.”
The January number is filled with articles
pertaining to Science, Mechanics, Inventions,

•#*The

Patents.

mu of the
ECLECTIC
without being dull, and

live

te to

be

instm.

Lias er

;

Liberal Congregationalist,
No religious preferences,
No religious preferences reported,

j

Stewart. Bethel. Fog Signal.

Dinner <fc Tea Sets.
The .ub.criber will offer until the l.t
of
»r> next, hi, entire .lock ol Decorated
and Tea Sets at

Febru
Dinner

Greatly Reduced Prices.

polices.

A

J

PV war

1

Enoch Lord, Portland, Softs
Bedstead;
J. B. Lucas. Portland, Razor
Strap; W. A.

4j

151

I3F To Families.

Pa-J

7
26

Bsbbidgr, William, Deer Isle. Democrat, liberal In
religious preferences
merchant, married; age 49. Born at Deer
-mended
the
town
Isle;
schools. Has been
Town Clerk and Collector of Taxes
has
engaged somewhat la teaching and farming.
*
Twmmoat. Rrpublican Free BaUUt
house and ship joiner,
43.
Bora in Surrjr and edumarned; age
cated lu the common schools of that
town
Treasurer and Collector of Tremont in

_•«

j

Block,

in*

Democrat,
Independent,
Liberal,

>»i.c
onr

E R-

1

17 Main Street. Ban-

Rlnes’

—

decorated

POLITICS.

Republican,

activity of the tune.
Single copies. 46 cent. one copy
one
year, ty, Hie copied
f**r■
>ear. $J0
Agent* wauled to gel up club*
Addre.sv.
1 EUM-S

Pass,,la.

Patent* issued to Maine inventors for
the week ending Dec. 23. 1873. Re
ported
by Wm. Franklin Seavey, Solicitor of
gor, Me.

,

intellectual

entific character make it an invaluable
aid to
Inventors, Mechanics, and Manufacturers.
The January number of the .Maine
Journal
"f Education has been reeeived. AI tiro K.
Church is editor and the present number commences the eighth volume.
Teacher- should give their own
special State
organ a liberal support, for it is
benefiuing
every one of their profession. Published
by
B. Thurston A Co, at
#1.50pervearin advance.

tenta,

*»

MOTHERS READ THIS

entertaining without
typbography is superior and its illustra- being trieal, and It will be found
ludupensable to
al' those
tions are finely executed. Its
literary and sci- the variedreaders who endeavor U» keen up with

Master Mariner,
Tanner,

ggMWS
hhlpli he collected.

erlt arise*
thing or from any other
caune*.
Full (fnreetior.s for using will accompany
each bottle. None Genuine unless the facslmil*
of CURTIS A PERKINS la on the outside wrapper. Sold by all Medicine dealers.
spnoly*28

democrat.

a

Hall. Hkmrv M., Ellsworth. Independent.
[No return.]
UmcuiNe, JoetrH M.. Peaob»eot. Republican. no religious preferences reported, lanuer, single; age 29. Born In Penobscot; his grandfather was llie last surviving soldier of the Revolution In New
England, living to the ripe age of 101

It*

Produce Broker,
Ship Owner and Builder.
Boot and Shoe Dealer,

Spiritualist,
Swedenborg! sn,
Protestant,
Evangelical,
Friend.
Radical,
Catholic,

sssttS&L,

Formerly

ends.**

and

Journalist,
Jeweler,

can

—The Kennebec Journal says, there has

vvv VI41

Farmers,
Merchants,
Lawyers,

dined to the charitable, lumbermen, single; Thirty Years’ Experience of aa
Born iu Gouklsboro'; atteuded
age 41.
•14 Narse.
school In that town; 8. 8. CommlUee
•
WImIw.
IwIMf Irra, I. (hr
from
winter*
twelve > ears; taught school
prrtriipilaB mione of the best Female Physian<* Nurse* in the United State* and has
18 year* of age to S3; member of the LegDeen used for
thirty years with never failing
islature in i8*0. Fill* large contracts for
•ll®®aaa by million* ol mothers and
iL-f from
lumbar, and baa always been successful In children,
the leebl* infant of one week old
bualnsaa. O. 8. Fowler says of him:
acidity of the stomach,
5"® •““*{*
regulates the bowels, and
“You, dr. are a perfect steamboat. Suc- re leYCi '"’inti
1
comfort to mother and
F?T?f r»fcess la sure to crown your efforts, fix you child.
We Milfee
be the Best and Surest
will be driving, driving—your forte lies In
Ibe adaptation of ways and means to

Committer.

Blddefont.

(York county.) I’epubllcau, Free Baptist,
Editor and Lawyer, married; age33. Born
in Berwick, and educated at Bowdoln College. As editor of the Biddeford Cm in

high taxes, should he lopped off.
c«

John

1

forgotten.

all. anil interference by the Geneva!
Government is only calculated to sow the
*eeds of dtvoord and rouse new disturbances; in short, his idea of equality is
ttiat each man
s^tuld do to others, as he
would have them do to him, if situations
were reversed, aud his motto is "the greatest good to all without detriment to any."
ill- allusions to the principles of the
founders of the Government were happy,
and he closed frith ati eloquent appeal to
the dominant party not to depart from the
old Jeffersonian principles which must be
the basisof any party triumph, aud "which
alone lead to peace, liberty, aud safety."
lie was answered by Mr. Itansier in a
pithy speech, claiming for the people of
his race equal rights aud privileges w ith
tlte whites, as hail been promised to them
by both parties, and calling upon the
General Government to remove the diabilities imposed upon them by the State
laws, and give them the opportunity to
prove themselves equal in ability with
those of other races; he asserted that the
laws itt tlte Southern States were no protection to them nor ever would he. without the interference of the central power,
and as the amendments to the constitution
had made them citizens, they had a rigiit
to all the privileges of citizenship thereby
conferred, and by the loyalty his people
had shown to the Government, they had a
right to ask for its protecion against local
laws inimical to their rights, unconstitutional as they were unjust
Mr. Elliott of S. C., was to follow him,
but by the lateness of the hour was compelled to wait till the next day, when the
galleries were tilled at an early hoar by
spectators on the yui rice to know what
the negro would have to say for himself;
it was strange to look over the sea of faces
in the immense crowd and see the preponderance of black in all its shades over
white, and to watch the eagerness with
which they listened to their champion, who
was indeed "a hero In the strife." brilliant
and unanswerable in argument, his speech
contained many sharp, keen rapier thrusts
against his opponents, which showed him
a master of his
subject, and proved his
ability to compete successfully with any*
man upon the floor.
His allusions' to the
patriotism and loyality displayed by his
not
in
the
last, but in the prepeople
only
ceding wars were well received, and his
analysis of Hie distincHoo between citizensliip* of a State and of the whole couutry
was a confutation at Hr.
Stephens’ argument, worthy of the applause It received.
The peroration was a comparison of his
own race with Kuril gleaning in tke Held
of her kinsman Boaz. and if his people
could, like her. And favor, they would lie
grateful and join in her prayer: "Entreat
me not to leave thee or to turn from following after thee, for whither thou goeet I
will go. and where thou lodgest I will
lodge; thy people shall be my people and
thy God ray God. When thou diest I will

4
4
4
4
3
2
2
1
1
l
1

counties of

anti awkward
interest* in

4

fongregationslist,
Free Baptist,
L’niversalist,
Baptist,

OOL'KCl LOR.

posed of the

7
4
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

lawyers,
Merchants,

guess'*.

committees

are

married and two

■

a

-SION <»N

j

experience; tweoly-ulue
are single.

legislative

rolling) center* on the committee* on Agricultnre, the Judiciary, and Kailroada.
Which of tin* competitor* w ill w in, “probabilities" ktiowcth not, ami conjecture*,
like taking physic, are but “a happy

■

»<»»

It is easy to recognize an American girl
on Regent Street, (the fashionable promenade of the eitv.) by her thin features—

should be

splendor,

to

happi-

Orange*County, Vt.,

the

in a speech of ov«*r an
hour'-- length.
His argument \va- an able
one from
hi- )»oiut of view, hut labored
ttnd*T the di-advaotage that the llou.
gentleman hardly accepts the pre-eut
status ol affair*. and does not quite icali/e
how much the world has moved of late;
he believe* in equality of right* and legal
justice, but not in identity of privileges*
if any person buy a ticket on a railroad,
he i- entitled to such passage a- the ticket
(Jc-igualcs, h:if the company has a right
to -ay wlutt car if »bgll be iu, aud can
m
pal ate the pa--eligtT* at discretion, so
of hotel- and places of ainuseineiit. .schools
and A-ylutn-. and he would not have the
mixture of races, anywhere, although prolessiug to abide by the issues of the war.
Neither i* it constitutional in his opinion
fur the T. S. (joverument to interfere in
these matters, they being umjer local rule,
aud he believe* iu State right-, as we all
know ; he holds the right* of citizens of a
State to be under the control of the State

low 40-'.

ness, in outside

by

cou-piciiuu-ly

society. The temptation is great to expend
considerably in wardrobe, where silks, vel—The Democratic Legislature of Westvets. and laces are less than half the prices
ern Virginia
recently passed a law "to pre- in New York, and
unfortunately too many
vent the owners of hogs from
ruuuiug at American women are noted here for their
large.
estimate of the sum total of human
—A man in

with their

Congre*- rc-coiurocnced its work on !
Monday witli a di-cussion on the Civil j
lliglit- Hill, m which Mr. Stephens shorn*

lady

missing during

were

diplomatic Corps dazzled

even

!>!-< t

—

lost

reception

i.-hes and greetings half

w

'T

reported totally

White

forms of

year. Now the new year is
w eek old, and already the
receptions are
thing of the past, with New Year’s

a

ai

I'be number of vessels belonging to. or
bound to or from ports in the United States,

At the

succeeded

comes once

commissioned by the Governor of this turning in March with the *uu-hine and
■-•.ate to -uleiunize marriage,.
They pro* flowers. It i> wonderful how robu-t the
l,l|se to petitiou the Legislature for right of people are living in such an almo-phcre
-utlra^e for
women, allowing them to and an American is at once struck by the
'ote for President and Vice-President.
youthful and healthy appearance of the
ladies of England. Our city belles are but
shadows ot beauty iu comparison with
The whole number of vessels belongthese women. It is partly owing to a more
ill.'to or trading to ports in the I'nited
sensible diet, and well ventilated rooms—
Niatcs reported totally lost and
missing
where stoves and house furnaces are w holduring the year 1873 is as follows; Steamly unknown. The open tire i- everywhere,
er-. 31; ships. 51; barks. 102;
brig,, G4;
ami an Englishman complains of heat if
hooners. 218; total, 439; value, 811.783,the mercury i» above GO"', or shivers if be000.
•

aching

morrow.

1

have been many a weary hand and
head caused by obedience to tiie custom*
of society, and much rejoicing that it only

■

only

its re-t.

of

inu-t

Augusta the last of this month. and gloomy appearance, w hich almost deof one accustomed to
Amolio those expected to ho
present as presses the spirits
-peakers nr- Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, Mrs. clean building*, a clear atmosphere, and
I.ivormore ami Mi-s Kastman of Boston bright skies. The nobility all leave the
uixl Mi-- Fanny l*. Huberts, a Universellst city for their country residence* and the
sea-shore during the w .ter month*, repreacher at Kitterv. who is the
• *** Ix ld

turn

to

flYred lor the country's good, and
have
they by tiie “unwashed crowd” to use the
snobbish word* of a reporter who evidently hud not the f«*ar of the public before his
eves.
The receiving elsewhere the city
over continued into tiie night, and there

Aau

At the late meeting of the Maine Democratic .State Committee, there was a division of sentiment a*< to the place where the

the

for

beads

gers lose their way in the crooked streets,
ami apply to a ]>oliceman to tell them w hat
part of the city they are iu. “J/o! you Kar

have

people

would approve of all the entertainment* is
a query, hut ail thing* considered, th« day

The gas Is often

new corner.

a*

an

Ellsworth boy had lots of fun. He
There i- uo lanand-moke iu w inter.
run into Wiu. Catherine
while coasting,
and broke tw>th <*f William'* legs— Port- guage to describe the density of this mixland Argiut d’ Whig.
ture ot fog and smoke, and its effects upon
The Argund Whig mutt be misinformed.
< *ur Ellsworth
boys never go coasting on

but

one to the other, by any magic.
The festivities of the day commcneed at

Rare old London.'* which is verily true.
It is the rarest city on the globe f• »r fog-

An

rapidity,

from

hours. Is rapid enough to suit the fastest
ideas of young America. > •uictxMty said

able, popular men and the contest will in
ail probability l»e a warm one.

strange

is, the burden bearing is easy enough,
aud would not add greatly to tiie pangs of
the expiring \ ear. could they lx- transferred

jh*o1

are

with suelt

it

regret that acquaintances aud friendships
The political campaign in New Uauii>here begun, must here end. Twenty-four
sliirc has opened by the nomination of
hours from Queenstown we land at Liver<t«-n. McCutchin. a> the Republican candipool. I’he ride by rail aero*- from l.iverdate and «*x-Governor Weston, as the Demto IiOiuion 2us miles iu less tnan tl*«*
ocratic candidate for Governor.

as (he ca.-v may be.
fbe bur*
of good resolution* the new year ha*
tear would be fatal to it, did they not

lessen

promenade on deck by
kept up Mr past midnight,—
we

one

i!l died*

den

smooth water.—

and after all the little discomfort-,

The Senate la oo in posed of 31 member*,
est. is from Bucksport. ami the )ouugest,
and we have complete return* from thle
from
Penobscot. The
member
from
branch. All the member* are
republican*
Surry, and tbe me nber from Hrooksville, with tbe exception of one, who I* classed
a* a “Jeffersonian republican;"
11 were
are of the same age.
Those from Verona.
formerly whig*, 3 were democrat*. 3 freeBucksport, Treinout. Oouldsboro. ami : tollers,
and 6 have alwayt been republiSurry, are "old" members. Two, are cans.
The oldest member
Is Senator
knights of ''single blessedness", while the | l.oilimp of Somerset, who Is 71 yeart of
rest hive taken to themselves that “better | a ire. and the youngest are Senator Foster
I of Oxford, aud Emery of llaucock. who
hair' so ''uncertain,
coy, and hard to are 33 each. Seven of the members are
please". Six have been school teachers, | between 30 and 40 years of age. eight hebut one. Senator Eiuery. ha* received a I tween 40 and 50, ten between 50 and 60,
live between 00 and 70, and one between
collegiate education.
70 and SO. Twenty-six were born In the
fits. Joint standing committkks.
State, aud seven in the towns where they
Of these, there are 35, each, having now reside; seven received a collegiate
and
education,
four an academical, and twenty
3 Senate
7 House members. Tlieir
“make up” involves a deal of thought amt were educated in the “people's colleges"—
the common schools; twenty-live have had
discrimination. The chief struggle (l°K*

--

rang out on
felt Involuntarily that

the cheerful tones

the midnight air.

last
is

moonlight

a»

old thing*had passed away, ami a new era
had commenced, giving more time for g< ud

and i«*e are iu great requisition,
the surgeon is jolly over s|>ecdv recoveries.—the ladies assume attractive toi-

the treasury.
The voice of the people has at last been
heeded.

and

impa-

—

int«>

hich comes so joyfully upon
much to u-i all. and wc wnl

usual,

when the green shores of
iu view on that bright Nomorning ! The temporary illness
we

w

thoughts befitting the

not

a-

can

entertainments incident to V\ a-biiigton
winter life follow each other in quick succerndon.
Anna Dickinson gave her last effort in
the lecture line on Tuesday eve. to a fuW
the
inclement
bouse, notwithstanding
weather,
while Jauauachek ami Clara
IxMiiae Kellogg draw ciowds to the theatres. and different lecturers do their “level
!>e*l” to attract elsewhere.
Yours.
X.

not cherish them, rather **ec how it lias
commenced with us here.
Merrily and
pleasantly the chimes welcomed the new

came

a**

are

promising

11$.

champagne

be covered

pay

But these

are

of

while recollection hold** if* own?

ami

ladies, and

iroumes< me.

Mi! for such ones, who

vanishes

be allowed for the first session of the 43J

Coogreac

many eyes are moistened at the
memory of the “vanished hand.*'and the
-\oicc which is still!’* Can any anniversary briug unalloyed joy to mortal hearts

happiness

Judges of the Supreme Court, and all salIreland
aries except the Presidents and Judges,
vember
remain the same as before the passage of
the Act of March 3d. 1£73—that no millage

hit**

ungrateful.”
Social life is at its highest, ami parties,
balls, receptions, ami the couutl* «s variety

how

gers. about two-thirds were more or less
ill. Some of the masculines were worse

which

republics

THK

Membm «T th«
A brief ptrs-mnet of your representative
BlfiVC 6 MU *f BHIUHTlViril
dicii for the currant political
year, may be
From Hamaoek Commtf, together with tkoee
of readable interest to your county paif the Men ate, Prtndeut of Senate 6
tron*.
Eleven in number constitute (be
I
Speaker of Mouse.
sum total of Itancoak’s share of the "modified descendants" in legislature assem■KKATK.
bled. Of tills' Trogan throng", the o’d

the

biiug

or

TUB HANCOCK DKI.KGATION.

|

the law s, the finances, the Industries, the
the "Devil’s hide," poor humanity must reenterprises, the capabilities, educational,
luctantly submit to that inevitable uialadv,
charitable and reformatory institutions of
that no remedy has yet been found to cure,
his native State, and at the same time, he
or even relieve.
The wretchedness of seadoes not forget to remember her noble
sickness deprives one of every anxiety
the
lost or periled life, that
sons who
concerning safety. Indeed. In the worst
nation might live, nor their descendants
stages, the suggestion of a brief exit to
who have a claim on a grateful country.
coral caves, and homes of Mermaids,
Wist vividly, in his closing paragraphs,
would lx- thoroughly appreciated, if theredot s he portray “the present and future of
ended the misery. Not the attendance
Maine.” when her magnificent resources by
of oue of England’s most gallant, and
shall be fully developed, and involuntarily
kindest-hearted surgeons. Mr. Caldwell of
a feeling of pride and patriotism will be
daily visits ftotu the genial
awakened in the breast of the reader who tbe/'tuba,—or
hi good humor and enabounding
captain,
t'!aims the l*iue Tree State as the home of
livening stories,—or kind messages of hope
his liirtli.
and encouragement from our near neighThere msv be some who will differ ftomj
bors of tho Evangelical Alliance.—or the
a sentiment here and there expressed, but"
face of a cheery lady friend, (essunny
none w ill doubt the honesty and singleness
the malady.) whose kindness was
of purjiose of the author.
Neither will he caping
july
equalled
by her devotion to her less
he railed a fanatic nor a radical, for while
fortunate travelling companion,—or the
stating his views clearly and forcibly, they
temptation of choicest delicacies. ItuiLs.
bear tlie impress of sincerity, and go not a
and wines of all kinds,—not any,
jellies,
jut beyond those of the most conservative
or all of these many supposed sources of
reformers of the day.
relief, give you one less moment of retchTo ail. we commend the perusal of this
ami nausea, or enable you to estimate
valuable paper, believing that they W'l| ing
ambition above insanity, that led you volfind it interesting and instructive, and that
untarily to take this curse upon yourself.
it w ill be an hour well spent.
Of our one hundred and eleven passen-

BIOGRAPHICAL 8KHTCHI8

melody of a railroad liorse's Inugs.

j

New York to

irm KMMbM iMIUl J

than thf muzzle, while the matte of their
logic, Is as iniltscribably droll, as the

rights.

Other member* spoke upon the bill, but
next day Gen. Butler tiuiheatlied Ills
sword
for the conflict, and did good service
gave a most pleasant and interesting acas he always does whenever he takes
part.
count of their Impressions of the V. S.
Ills doctrine of equality D that every man
hut the right to be the equal of every other
The Dean of Cautebury declared the
man if he’can. and should have the
“Tnlted States a great and noble Tnlon
opporof proving himself such under the
and the Americans a great and noble peo- tunity
constitution and the law.
lie did full
ple.*' Not an unfavorable word was spok- justice to the colored people and placed
en against us as a nation, or a government,
himself boldly on the side of the hill.
but the highest praise for our hospitality, 'l ime tails to give even an abstract of his
had the remarks, hut he did good work for the
I
energy, and perseverance.
cause, and gave due honor to Mr. Klliott
pleasure of heating Gen'l Neal Dow speak as the peer ot auy man In the House. Of
t*» a very large audience on the temper- j course, the bill will have to he discussed
He was warmly received, again, but the talk is over for the present,
ance question.
ami a littlo space given for other matters.
Mark Twain is
and highly applauded.
The Senate has occupied its time in dishere and llrick Pomeroy.
cussing the Saiary BUI with its prut and
of
the
heart**
From the “abundance
my
cons, but the grave Senators seem to labor
under a chronic difficulty ol deciding how
pen cannot here speak concerning my dai- j
much their services are worth to the counmi- j
for
Suffice
it
work
ill
hand.
those,
ly
try, and how much is due them luteompetiderstanding it. that tuy measure of anticl- satiou. or. if they do not have the inn easpatlou is complete, and notwithstanding ed salary, whether the President and other
officials shall have theirs; this, w ith d*sthe fogs and smoke, the darkness of the
enssion on the Bankrupt Law. has been
streets and hospital ward*, every
day the subject of their deliberations lor the
brings Its reward for sacrifices to obtain week, till one given to mathematical calmknowledge. The true |>oliteiiess of the lations might be tempted to consider how
much the time spent hi Consideration of
eminent English Surgeons and Physicians, j
this measure last winter, und now by both
to the American stranger.might he advanHouses 11** already cost the nation, ami
tageously copied by some far lower down if it is not about time to talk of some other
matter.
in the profession on the other side of the
The long unsettled question of the Chief
water.
is in a fair w ay ot being deJusticeship
in
I
to
continent
March
the
Before going
cided by the sudden nomination ol lion.
shall hope to send you a descriptive letter Caleb Cushing for the vacant |»o*ition.
of Attorney Geiicml
withdrawal
of London, and until then pleaae forward The
Williams extricated all parties from a disthe American to
b'.m
agreeable situation, and paves (he way lor
this new arrangement, which is a graceful
compliment to a distinguished juii*t, and
Letter from Washington.
shows an appreciation of legal
talent
\\ ASMINUTOX. D. C., Jau. 10.
on the part of our soldlcr-Presidcnt. alD it too late for a New Year*.- greeting? though it cannot be considered as a party
measure in anv sense.
Rarely does it ocIf not then <HMi*«der the words spoken, cur to
any man to have two offices of such
and “the compliments of theaeason” made distinction
to
him, a- those lately ofopen
in due form. Ah, to how many a heart fered to Mr. Cushing, and he must fed that
sadness, and to him, at least, it has not been true, that
does the New Year

The Incidents of steamship passage trom
Eugland are too familiar to
many of your readers, to bear repetition,

lay before our
pleasure and pride, the ad*

mirable address

be questioned.
At a recent meeting at Exeter Hall of
the English delegates returned from the
Evangelical Alliance, the muuy clergymen

might

Instead of Vienna, Is a bad fulfillment of
my promise of some description of that
Grand Exhibition, which closed the day of
our arrival ut Liverpool.

citizen of Maine, we

The Lord
do so to me, and more also, if aught but
death part thee and me.”—Kutli 1. 16th,
and 17th, verses. The speech closed with
great applause and congratulations poured
In from all sides upon the member who
had so nobly spoken for his people, and
proved himself a worthy champion o| their

speakers.

of Mr. Spurgeon in comparison with any
preacher iu America, I fear my loyalty

wish that 1874 may brine renewed prosperity to the American and its patrons.
The substitute of a letter from Loudon,

rates.

die, and there will i be buried.

If my impressions
were written of the power and carnesness

tho isand miles, permit me to Nend you the
best compliments of the season, and the

TH7BSSAT. JAOTABT 15, 1871

A.

ami famous

)
J

Mr. Editor:—Across the ocean three

SS***"?*:

at our

and sermons, 1 have heard several eloquent
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the wagon attached, amd the splintered pole
psg^ thfiai kn madnsei On* of the horaaa
at laat bioha loose; Us mate, with tha debris
of the carriage, was brought to a stand-still, by

Jan. 13.

post. Capt-B. Saddler,while snarling
to stop the horse which broke looae, waa knocked down, and received a severe rot on Us bead,
a

Governor’s Staff.

end it is feared his skull is fractured. Ha has
since been delirious, aad is thought to be In a
critical condition.

I'he following officers we waonnced ai
the staff'of the GovernoiTtud OaMman-1"
Iti-Chief: Brigadier Generali I***6 Dyer
of Skowhegan, Inspector General; Colone
Jason Huckins, Corinth, Assistant Surged
General; Colonel Martin V. B. Chase
Assistant Commissary General; Colone
Greenlief T. Stevens, West Watervllle
Judge Adrocate Geoeral; Alds-do-Cam|
Lieutenant Colonel Zesaro A. Smith. Port
tand; Lieutenant Colonel Haralson Hume
Cherry riepl; Lieutenant Colonel N'elsoi
Howard. Lewiston; Lieutenant Colone
John F. Whitcomb. Ellsworth; Major Alex
snder H. S. Davis, Farmington. Military

ATTKjtPTgn Bi'Bolary.—Early on Sunday
morning laat, Mr. Harry Jossea, city night
watch, discovered the rear door of thabaaenaent
of Meears. 6. A H. A. Dutton’s store open. He
at once procured a lantern and examiaad the
premises. The trap door of the door of the
basement, Immediately over a culvert, was
found open and muddy tracks leading thasme to
the door of the story next above. This door
was fastened, but had been sprung partly open,
and a billet of wood Inserted in the opening,
evidently for the purpoae of forclngit. In this,
the burglars did not succeed bat left, (probably
having been alarmed,) through the basement
doors, from bote of which they removed the
bars and fled leaving the doers open. The
Messrs. Duttons think the thieves secured no
plunder, as only heavy goods were kept in the
basement.

Sacretary.
A

Fight
Last

and Two Murders on the P
6l O. Railroed.
Portland, Jan. 13.

Sunday

stone

number of Swedes working on the Portland and Ogdensburj
railroad line near upper Bartlett engager
in a quarrel when oue named Jansen wai
—It is said that there is a dead-look between
instantly killed by a stall through th«
heart. Tilt fatal blow was given by tht the two brandies of our rity council, and convictim's best triend. whom Jansen was try- sequently. impecunious individuals go about the
ing to part from another, with whom h« Streets.
was lighting.
I'he murderer was carried
We do not see the fairness or justice of refusto Ossipee and confesses his
guilt. Satur- ing to audit and allow honest bills for services,
day morning another Swede named Mill- because
a single bill which is deemed extravaer was found
lying ou his face in bis cabin
and marks on his throat indicated that gant by one board, is disallowed. Our wise
lie had been choked to death.
city fathers should be above auch patty spite.
Tilt* is do way to do the puhMs kmrinsss and
Election of Director* of National thus cause vexation, daiapa and may at).', to
our citizens.
Iksmaaks emMhaunnfr.
be dragooned into vottag for s MU hk» believes
f.rwiSTOs. Jan. 13.
unfair, is unworthy a seat in either branch of
I'he annual meeting of the stockholders
tlic city government, and that branch who imof the tirst National Bank of this city oocured to-day but resulted in the election ol agine they can coerce the other by refusing to
tin-old board of directors. Albert I.. Tem- do right thoinselvea, are taking the surest
pleton formerly Teller was elected acting means to defeat their own ends and to cast suscashier. The report of the committee of picion on their own acts.
Directors relating to irregularities of the I Since writing the above we have received the
former cashier was made.
I following communication, and should tic happy
lo hear the other side.
a

*Hk.

Petition to amend the

war-flag

I»R. Uomkr. as we are informed, has restored s large numln-r of Hind fiersuns to sight,
and a great many who have been deaffor years
to their bearing.

Reso-

lutions-

Boston. Jan. 13.
Among the petitions presented in the
Ma--acbusells Senate to-day was one from

I

Ex Governor Ciaflin and nineteen others
for tlie rescinding and annulling of the
Sumner war-flag resolutions.

Destructive Fire in Boston.

Mr. Kiiitur:—At a reeent session of the
City Council the Supervisor of schools sent in
hi- Mil for services rendered.
The Dill was
evidently hastily made up—outside the usual
definite and proper form, and something in excess,.f statute
Jirovisi n.hut no milter; through
the exertion of the Supervisor’s father, vvho is
a member of the
Miard of Aldermen, the hilt

The prudent councilmen however, did not care
Fire broke out at 8 o'clock this morning, to be so
easily misled. They desired the bill
in Fleming*' Book Bindery, iu the upper fthould be put in a more definite -hajw*. and
of
the
strruek
brick building. No*. TO and
on what they considered illegal items,
portion
72 and 74 Sudbury Street, and immediately and the bill waa refused a passage in concurThis brought the Aldermen to their
a-* lined
so threatening an
rency.
an
that
aspect
at once declined to allow any
dignity; and
a irm
was
rung, calling out the entire bills in favor they
of other parties, however honest.
F re Department. The smoke was very It is to
be hoped the council will adhere to the
dense. and showers ol burning paper rose
manly stand they have taken and not be dri»en
1
in the building. The lire was fortunatefrom the ground by captious Aldermen.
ly <."iit!lied to the building.which was nearLex lALloMS.
HI U worth. Jan. 14. 1874.
ly lestroyed. although the wails appear to
remain intact. The loss will be very
I>K. Homkk arrived at the City Hotel Tuesheart*. In addition to the properly of the
day morning. He will remain in the city for a
oeeupants of the building. Lee A Sheppard limited
time. He eomes highly recommended
and several other publishers, had works of
\alue going through the proceess of bind- as a specialist for the treatment of »urgi- aland
chronic diM-ase*.
lug.

Great Fire in Natick—Lois Half
Million !

Ml. Desert.
a

—I send you the Meteorological observations 1 took in Dec. last to compare with

Natick, Mass., Jan. 13.
Su rry;
About half past lour this morning tire
Thermometer
maximum, 48'*', 4lh.—
was discovered iu Sherman's frame
block. M illinium. 7* or below. 2d.
Main M., Natick, from which it spread to
MaaiinQm daily. 43-'3, 4lli.—Minimum
J I.. Walcott's shoe Factory, on the North
going thence in a Westerly direction. It daily. 30*3, 2d.
look a house on Summer St., owned by the
Monthly mean. 23"tW.
heirs (*f Jas. Tash. Olney Daniels* frame
•Suow, 26.3 inches; rain, 4.7 inches.
block, and the Town Hall. Spreading in a
I cannot understand how in Surry it was
Southerly direction, Clark's brick block,
and a frame block adjeining, were seized. not lower than 14“ and yet the
monthly
—

The total loss will reach half a million. The
property was well insured, but the amount
and its division among indivdual sufferers
not

the average here when we
had 7* being 21"’ diflereuce. Now, not a
*|ieck of lee to be seen on tlie shore.
meau

yet ascertained.

near

so

Hours of observation 7 A. M, 2 and 9 r.

Salary

*

Bill

Repealed

Instruments. Smithsonian, made by

M.

at Last.

Green, X. Y.

Washington, D. C., Jan. 13.
The House took up the Senate substitute
for the bill in relation to Salaries. Mr.
Hurlbut said it had been bis fortune to
propose to the House the measure which
tiie House passed and to which the Senate
adopted a substitute. He proposed to accept that substitute as a satisfactory solution of the vexed question, ilr. Hale of
Maine said, that in order to bring the
House to a vote on the bill without farther
complications, he would move that the
House con ur iu the Senate substitute, and
on that he
moved the previous question.
Mes»r». Butler and Hawes each desired to
offer or indicate an amendment, but Mr.
Hale lii-i-tcd on the previous question be.use if the House should
begiu to make
changes it would drift nobody knew
where.
The previous question was sec*mded. and the substitute was agreed to
\ cas 220,
nays 25. The bill now* goes to
the President tor approval. Votes in the
negative were Messers. Albert of Ind.;
Av. rill of Minn.;
Barry of Miss.; Clymer
ol Penn.; Cox ot X. V.; Crossland of
Ky. *,
Have* of Ala.; Hynes of Ark.; Kelley" of
lVnn..
Kendall of Xev.;
Lamison of
iiiiio.; Morey ot La.; Xegley ot Penn.;
i'.att of \ a.; Kandall of Penn.; .''hanks of
Li l.: Sloss of Ala.; Shandeford of
Ky*.:
Morin of Penn.; Stockwell of Va.; Todd
ot Pa.; \\ added of X.
C.; White of Ala.;
t\ hitely of La.; and Williams of lnd.
14
republicans 11 democrats.

Yours respectfully,
J. D. Pakkck. Observer.

—Statement of the
can

Fisheries

products

in the

Haddock. C
£ Pollock, y

10,200

fresh.

C'odtUh,

1

m-m

<-(,ou

Smi lt, £

350.0U0

27,000

110 000

»’a00

Lobsters,

1000.000

15.000
32,000

Clams.

9.UU0

Oil—Cod. Hake 4 Porgy,
Lobster 4 Porgy chum, >
for manure,
)

90

10.000
o,l>00

^ {
w

Total value,

8341,475

—At X'ortli Castine and Sonlh Penobscot
there is

quite

Over 30 have ob-

revival.

a

tained iiopes. Kev. Mr. Moreland, (Methodist) of the village church, meets with
them twice a week.
—J. W. Dresser commenced

"Bagaduce”

k.

.11

day evening,
1

repairs on
He is laying

this week.

County.

and it

was

a
a

Levee last Frifinancial

suc-

cess.

U m E4n.
—

Capt. Fred. Allen of West Eden, is

norteil

frost

have

to

in the

above,

we

tilnuohed

Jan. 9th

on

rehis

and that there was little

place,
grouud.
have

farmers in the

Since

writing

the

heard

vicinity

of several other
who have ploughed

their tieids.

EllnwartS.

Be’.igi out

bbl,.,

l.OuU doz.,
2U.0U0 galls.,

Scollops,

farm in that
ana

6.000

the deck of his new vessel.

be ratified i

City

20.400

300.000 lbs.

iillddoA*. |
Eels,
4 nlindtr, {

the

A Columbus special says that Allen G.
Thurman* received in the Senate to-day, 21
votes for 17. S. Senator, against 14 for Ex
Lovernor Xoyes.
In the House. MrThurmau 57 votes, and Mr. Xoyes had 44.
11

of Ameri-

Customs District of

—The Methodists held

»•**.. .*

Seirises is this

City

each

made

39,366 prt., for the knitting of which they
received *4,888.49, giving employment to 400 women and using about 8 tons
of yarn. They have also shipped 3,866
prs. of gents’ socks, and 193 prs. of mittens, which they have bought outside.
OaaiesTill*.
—A writer who does not give hU name,
informs us that the Old Folks of that place
had a jolly time at a dance, held recently
Hamor'a Hall, supplemented by a turkey
and oyster supper at I'ncle Daniel's, who.
at

with his excellent lady, know how to
tertain the weary and the huugry.

en-

I ■■■Sue.

—A correspondent from Lamoine writes
that there is a very successful term of
school in Dist. No. 3, under the tuition of
Mr. N. C. King, successor to Mr. Charles

Jarvis, who
count

obliged

was

to

leave

on

injuring

lacerating his hand to the extent. that Dr. Hodgkins who w as called, found
it necessary to amputate three
fingers.
—The Unitarian Reading Club will give for
the second time at Hancock Hall, Jan. 28th,
one of their brilliant Masquerade
Bails, If this
shall prove as successful as the first, the gay
and

and festive will have a most
See advertisement.

enjoyable

time.—

cultivating

an

enjoyment;—and
ability for public shaking,

lie advised farmers to pay more attention
to cultivating the mind, and to be more
careful of their
health.
Should give

themselves time to rest, and plenty of lime
for their meals.
L. S. T.
—*-m

of 111 health.

tireely’s.
Smash-up and stools Accident.—Oi
Monday law, an up-river team of two horses
became frightened oe Main street by the breaking of the pole, ami dashed wildly to ami fro
nbowths Wraet with ths ftrward wheels ol

Baised 88. for
which he has received M0 dollars.

ters of

pigs.

Total. M.

—Orlaud has seat to market 77,800 do*,
eggs, which sold at an average of 23 Ota.

making

a

total of f!9,4S0.

In the winter oflfifi* I was taken 111 with
Disease of the Heart, accompanied by violent
palpitation, and from th at time gradually became weaker,
notwithstanding continued professional attendance, up to a few weeks ago,
when your Compound Syrup of Hypophoaphitoa waa recommended to me. The use of It
during a very short time enabled me to resume
my usual work, and now I am aa well, fat and
hearty aa I could wish to be. Yours very
‘fulT.
W. FRANK COCHRAN.
The heart being a great muscular organ, reoulrea Vigorous nervous force to sustain It.
As Fellows’ Hypopbospbltes restores the nervous element. It will always strengthen the
heart weakened through loss of this elemenL
THE INVENTOR.
(Jurat Sale of Decorated Dinner and
Tra sets.—We would cull the ettffhtlon ot our
"••dera to the advertisement of Richard Briggs.
13, Washington street, Boston. Mr.
Briggs,
in conformity to the spirit of the times, is offering his stock of decorated dinner nod tea seta at
lower prices than the public have ever known.
The good* are all of the beat
quality, having
been selected personally by Mr. Briggs from
the manufacturers in Europe during the past
season, and he is the first to offer really desirable China seta at prices which will surprise all who examine his stock. A lady ol
great taste remarked in looking over these
sets "that there was not a homely one among
them.”
Have you a Cough, Cold. Fain in the Chest
Brouehitis? In fact, have you the premonol the "insatiate archer.”
so, know that the relief is
within your reach in the shape ot Dr. Wtatar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry, which. In
man) cases where ho|>e had fled, haa snatched
the victim from the yawning grave.

Maine

itory symptoms
consumption? II

Legislature.
SENATE.

The Senate convened at 10 A. M. Wedneswas called to order bv T. W.
Lane, Secretary of the Senate of 1873,
The entire Senate responded to their
names.
The Senators
were
then duly
qualified. Hon. John E. Butler was elected
President of the Senate unanimously.
Mr. Butler alter taking the chair, delivered a brief and appropriate address.
Samuel W. Laue, Ksq., of Augusta, was
elected Secretary by a unanimous vote.
ti. F. Danfort!) of Bangor was elected
Assistant Secretary and James li. Hanks

day last, and

Messenger.

The salary of the Folder was then fixed
at *150 ami travel.
The Secretary of State was requested by
order passed t„ furnish the Senate with the
Acta and Kesolves of 1873, four copies of
Itrvised Statutes, Dictionaries, Cushing’s
Manual <tc.
Messrs. Burgess of Cumberland; Foster,
of Oxford: Palmer of Penobscot; Whitmore of Hancock. Hounds of
Addroscoggin
Hall of York and Kent of Lincoln, were apcommittee
to
w
horn
were
pointed
referred
senators.

We
never puff, but
Qcace Medicine.
A.NaKtesta, the great Western FILE remedy,
has cured Thousands, after lotions, ointments,
and all mauncr ol nostrums have failed, it is
the discovery of I)R. Sii.suee, an eminent
western physician, and has been indorsed by
medical men of all schools. It is a simple medicated suppository, acta as an instrument,
poultice and medicine, affords instant relief
troiu pain.and is
pionounced an inlaliihle cure.
Price • > .00. SokJ by l>ruggi»t* everywhere,
ANAKKMS l>epot,46 Walker it., New York.
—

Vkgktixk Is the great health restorer—
compoaed exclusively ol harks, roots and herb*.
It is very pleasant to take; every child likes
it.

Lungs

btcat mg* of laboring chests and husky throats.
Therc’M but one remedy lor thia evil, iialk’s
aud recover. C'ritteuton's,
by all Druggists.

Thursday, Jan. 8.—Mr. Abliott, from the
Joint Select -Com. ou Gubernatorial Vote*, reiHirtcd:—

Whole numlier of votes cast,
Nece**ary to a choice.
NeUon Dingley, Jr.,
Nelson Dingley.
Joseph Titcomb,
Joseph H. William*.

Scattering.
and Nelson Dingley. Jr., bavin*

many nations, a» well as supplied
almost the entire fiopuiation of our own va*t
d«uram.
Every family should keep it, for it
contain* information which all are liable to require. when sickness overtakes them, and
which may prove iuvuluable from being at
band inseasou.
If you take our advice, you
will call and gel au Aykk‘8 Almanac, ami
w hen got, keep it.
lmol

Chap|* l Hand*, face, rough -kin, pimples,
ringworm, salt-rhreua and other cutaneous
affection* cured, and the skin made soft and
-moota. hv using the Juniper Tar Soap, made
by Caswell. Hazard A Co.. New York. Be
certain to get the Jumper Tar Niap. as there
arc many imitations
made with common tar
which

worthless.

are

UMyority of

be

was

ft.—Similar Committees were
Thursday, Jan.
the House, and for the same

pur-

At 11 o'clock. A.
met in Convention

M., the Senate ami House
in the Hall of the House of
Representatives, and thereupon Hon. Nelson
Governor
elect came in, accomDingley, Jr.,
panied by Gov. Pcrham, the Executive Council
and Heads of Department* and aflcr the oath*
of office were administered, the Governor addressed the Convention.
The address concluded, the Convention dissolved.
Friday, Jan. 9.—The Senate and House went
into Convention for the
purpose of choosing
State officers and Councillors for the ensuing
year.
The following gentlemen were chosen :—Geo.
G. Stacey, Secretarv of State; Silas C. Hatch.
Stab* Treasurer; Parker B. Burleigh. Land
Agent; B. B. Murray, Jr., Adjutant General;
H. M. Plaisted, Attohiev General; Councillors
—Jeremiah M. Mason. Fred. N. Dow. William
Grindle, Stephen D. Lindsey. Reuben W\ Files,
E. A. Thompson, Lemuel It. Downes.
A joint special committee on the part of the
House wa« appointed to consider the abolition
of the office of Laud Agent.
Adjourned to

Monday.

.’4al6
uer lb.
.124
.12
.lOali
Coffee A Ib
-.1
.12
C «•
.07auu Molasses Havana
.llali
|kt gall. .5oh55
"
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Porto Bioo
.12
per gall. JOa75
lb.
.ti&auu
RalolTea Jai».
.5o«j*5
JuaJ-5!
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.v*alu
.Uials Tallow
"
"
.Halt Wood s V4 cord 3A*»a4 OU
"
hard44 •* S.UOad.UO
.1"!
Turkey*
ton
tt.5oao.uo
!C©ai
Cranberries tier bu.
00
Oil
Llns’d
#5
gal. l.luul.15
Ju
Kere
Coffee
per lb. .X5a40
bu. .00*85 White Lead pure
Barley
.12a 14
Corn Meal
fl.uu1
per ib.
Boast*
lOrnnl
Plate
Veal
Salt Pork
H.aiu*
Lani Leaf
Lainb
Bult*r
Cheese
Chickens
*•

Belfast. Jan. 12

Timothy Thorndike,
|ior this dismorning after a brief illness,

Collector of Customs

about 55 years.

Hoxie, of Fairfield,
1st ally injured Monday, by the falling
—Mr. Silas

was

Eaton colt, 7 1-3 months old and
stands 13 1-2 hands high, to Mr. Silas Per-

Flying

Monday, for *100.

The

colt was sired by Mr. Perfaam's stallion.

Ganges,

—

of Ellsworth, will winter

at Fall River.

Btuinesa Notice*.
Wiles, Piles. PIlM, Piles.
Outward applications an time and money
thrown away. The only permanent cun U
Da. HaaaisoN'a Pbkistaltic Luzkmgbbs
They strike at the eauae. We could ill tbh
paper with cans. They an pleasant, never
gripe, nor, like all pills, do they require in
creaae of dote. For elderly persons, iomalar
sad ekitdnn, sad all others, they an axactlj
nuked to obviate CostlTtasns. the profile causs
of ill health. Trial box M cu. Large box.«
eta., aad mailed free lor this last pries
DR. HAUUhOK’8 ICELAND BALSAM,
a splendid euro lor tnrwgl. nor nag a ana, ami
all thboat aad unra complaints. For sak

j? ftSJSPSSSZ

Boston

Intoxicating Liquors,

»

it
it

,i

40 years.

.in

Edon—8th lnat., Mra. Betaey Stanwood, widow of the late Benjamin Stanwood, aged SI

•

yean sad « montha.
Brooklln—3d luat., Mra. Martha P. Herrick,
wile of Capt. Richard A. Herrick, aged 53 yn.
In this Providence, tbe family, the church,
and community have auatoined a very great
low.

Charles Brewster,

Intoxicating Liquors,
i.

it

Neal J. Stuart,

Intoxicating Liquors.
••
*•

>•
it

PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE

it

“

When n thing is counterfeited, it is a pi oof ol
its excellence and popularity.
Tbe Peabody
Medical Institute is a case in point. Founded in
good Eeith many years ago. and the only estate
lishmenl of the kind in the country, its saccess
and ever-increasing popularity
finally caused the
name (Medical Institute) to be pirated and
adopted by a lot of infamous quacks, euipirll and
pretenders, who have been endeavoring to cheat
tbe public by sailing under a stolen
flsg. The
founder of the Peabody Medical Institute can in
n° way be held responsible for this misuse of the
name or a reputable and well-known curative establishment and legitimate medical institution,
which lias been from the start specially devoted
to the treatment of nervous derangements and affections, from whatever cause proceeding. During its existence there have been issued from it
seveial medical publications, quite recently s
a work on Diseases of the Nervous
System, which
have had almost a world-wide circulation and
popularity. These publications sufficiently attest
the
character of the institution under whose
patronage these medical works have been published. Meantime it is gratilyiug to know that several of the impatient charlatans, who have stolen
its name to cover their nelarious
practices, are
getting their deserts in the penal institutions ot
the Commonwealth.—Bostom Herald.
sp no 1 mo 3

“

•«

••

i>

Int.

Intoxicating Liquors,
••

i.

••

||

1'

ii

•*

>•

• ■

Josiah Phillips.
William Abram,
Alexander J. Cameron,
Charles Jones.
Thomas Burk.
Newman Hutchings,
lot. Liquors & Per. unknown,
Daviil T. Bonzey,
lilt. Llqnors A Haskell Lancaster,

*1

George Gould,

Michael Cocklin,
Ira W. Hutchinson.

••

*•
•>
*•

! INSURANCE & TICKET

'•

“

••
••

Ellsworth.
••

• *

WHENIX,

••

IMl’KIUAL,
UEKMAXIA

'•

••

NI A R INK.

••

**
*■

UNION A. MAINE LLOYDS of llniiiror-

••

••

MUTUAL BENEFIT. Ansels. 9M,000,000

*•
••

••

,

TO ALL POINTS WEST,

>*

IIY T1IK

<•

—

>*

Lake Shore 61 Grand Trunk Railroads.
••
•*

TO AW FROM KI’ROFE.

**

Paa§^hy>2

••

••

In

o
••

SCOTLAND,

Stilt.

sUUI* to

•*

**

**

44

**

**

**

•*

•*

dy

In addition
duced a

to

Alexander

“
1

hand

on

•*

**

••

Organa, Mctodeona
Sewing Machines.

They will be sold

on

easy

and

“

“

monthly installment*.

••

bag $2 uo! Hay

**

IU.als.uu

ton

Nans
Ib.
.WiltHW
5.uu
Herds Grass44 bu.
Be.I Top
1.50a 1.75
Clover per Ib.
.11
.!'•
Calfskins
Pelts
#l.UUal5U
Wool j*»r Ib.
Jo*4o
Lumber Hemlock

2 25
Fine Feed
Colton seed Meal
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per bag
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K/|i per do/.
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.U5a0?
••
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XXY44
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1.75
Oft
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**
1'me
2.U0
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u
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.15
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#-.aI2
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t
orn
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12al4
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Ib.
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m.
iWCei
12
bu.
Onion*
$2 00 Prune*
.75 Tomatoes 3 lb. Caux .30
BceU
.15
Tamarinds
lb.
per
Turnips
.5
bu.
«?Qa8ulBabbits
Salt
.lOala
.uu, Partridges
Pickles
gall.
•*
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44

**

44

44

44

44

44

**

44

44

44

ir \ tine assortment ot the latest Sheet Music,
Vocal and Instrumental, also Mu-ic book*.

•<
«•

•*-N eedles tor the Wheeler A Wilson, AmeriUowe. Dart*. WiUou Underfeed. Howe
Miuttle, and Singer’s Sewing Machine*.
can,

WThe celebrated
Palteras.

iilote

fltilag

Baiar
*<

•#“The Ur<>nner Gas lturuer and German Opal
Globe, and Shaw** Gas stove, lor hcaiiug aud

»•

cooking.

“

•#"-< .til, or send postage for
Hartford Calendar* for IS7L
eowSuios.l*

one

of the familiar

iiKO. A.

••

“

DIBR.

••

44

44

44

44

44
4 4

4 4

*•

STOP!STOP!

*•

«•

44

44

44

“

HEAD THIS!

44

.Oouuujttaisms

••

4.

44

44

44

44

44

44

This is

our

LAST CALL!

44

to
indebted
those
AIKEN & ( O., by note
or aecount, will save costa
by calling and settling with
imol
them.

ALL

MARINE LIST.
Notice

to

Marloec.

Ship Premier, (of llangor) Merrithew, at
Liverpool Jan 6 from Howlaml'. Island, rejiorts having lost mizzenmast on the passage.
Rockland. Jan 6. The st h Franklin. (of
Bucksport) D 8 Brown, master, went ashore
on the western end cf Whitehead, last night,
and is a total loss. She had a general cargo of
merchandise.
saved.

No insurance.

The crew

was

Dome.tie Port..

S W

Harhok—Ar 6th, schs Geo J Tair,
-, Boston for
Hancock.
Cld utli, sch Clinton, Ilamor, Rockland.
Ckl 11th, sch Geo J Tarr, King, Campobello.
N B, after a load of frozen herring for N York
market.
Sullivan—Ar 10th, sch Laurel, Hagertby,
Boston.
Sid 10th, sch Victor, Gorden, Salem.
Portland—Ar Sth, sch Mary Ann, Boston.
Ar 10th, sch Brilliant, 8tone. St George.
Gloucester—Ar Oth, schs Wanderer, Frobock, Lincolnrille for Boston; Elizabeth, York,
do.
Bostox—Cld Sth, sch Fred Walton, Rich,
New Orleans.
Newport—Ski 7th, sch Majestic, Dodge,
Somerset for N York.
Providence—Ar Sth, sch Alligator, McGregor, Calais.
Ar Oth, sch Nellie Scott, Milan, Pensacola.
Ar 10th, White Foam, Miiliken. Philadelphia.
New York—Sid 4th, sch Omaha, Wooster,
Ponse.
Ar Oth, sch Dexter Clark, Curtis, Jacksonville.
Ar 7th, sch Jennie M Murphy, Anguilla.
Ar Oth, schs Abigail Haynes, Smith, Wareham ; Majestic, Dodge, Fall River.
SAVANNAH—Cld Sth, sch Nellie F Sawyer,
•
McFarland. Portland,
Jacksonville—Ar 3d, schs Annie Lee.
N
Flora
York:
Condon, Condon, do;
Look,
Harry White, Hopkins, Falmouth, Jam; U L
Curtis, Mann, St Domingo.
San Francisco—Cld Id, sch Florida, Curt is, Cork.

King, New York; Laurel,

Porelga Pasta,
At Port de Paix—Dec Sid, sch Hattis Cur
(is for N York in 8 days.
Havana—Ar 28th ult„ sch Post Boy, Robin ton, Pensacola.
At Ponse—31st alt., sch Sarah A Reed
Reed, for Boeton.
Hpohea.
l>ec 28, lat 38, Ion 70 60, brig Ahby Watson
from Mew York tor Porto Rico.

8AXR

WORK I

subscriber takes this opportunity to inform
the citizens of Ellsworth and vicinity, that
she is prepared to do all kinds of

THE

Hair Work In tha Latest and Bast Stylet.
Ug-Spccial attention given to Xwkftaff Otsi
and Enlaiflaf old switches.
oinbmgs made into * witches

Snny—lJth Inst., by Rev. L. 8. Tripp. Mr
Edgar Treworgy sad Miss Abbto O. Coggins

both of Barry.
Hancock—11th last.. Cnpt. Orlando W. Fosi
and Miss Caddie C. Moore, nil of Hancock.
—11th insL. by E. Stratton, Esq., Mr. Alfrec
Hackstt at Lowell and Miss Sophia M. Moot
at Hancock.

‘CAMPHORINE^

The Great DUcoveryiforjthe immediate rebel and

nTfe^TSeumatism^Jeuraf^ja^Nprains^rubes
Tains, Strains, Stiff Joints, (Swellings, Inflamma-

••

tions, Bunions. Catarrh. Ac. It will not grease or
stain, and for the toilet is a luxury in every laini-

ly^TEousandT1wdF^u?<!^iowBTest»l^u!Mtls^rcat

<>

merits.

•>

BE3MIOYTjTrop^rjJi»>^G^enw»clvsC^^2^^52
^r53^W5K55™MSdicTr"!I3tii«ri7rsrof

J TT J* tT 3

arrests decay of vital forces, exhaustion of the
nervous system, restores vigor to the debilitated,
clenses vitiated blood, removes visicle obstructions and acts directly on the Liver and Spleen.
Trice $1 a bottle. Jons y. Kellogg, 18 Platt st.,

»
••

New

••
••

**
•

Trial Justice.

■

AGENTS WANTED

Supreme Judicial Court.
Wm. H.

Pilsbury,

Trial Justice.

Kllsworth Police Court.
J. D. Parker.
Trial Justice.
Kllsworth Police Court.
Walter B. MeCra'e. Trial Justice.
Ellsworth Police Court.

a profitable and respectable business for men or
women who have or can make leisure time and
wish to convert it Into money. For circulars address STAR LAMINA WARE. 80 BeCklliail St., N.Y.

4 w93

••

COUGHS,COLblfHOARSENESS.
ALL THROAT
AM)

••

WELLS’
CARBOLIC
TABLETS,
FLTCFONLr
BLI E
IN

Judging by our own experience whoever onct
makes a trial of Perry Davis’ Pain-Killer, will no
fail to recommend it widely as an unequalled lint
incut, and valuable internal remedy for colds ant
various other complaints.—(Every Month.

I

The efficacy of Perry Davis’ world-renow ae< I
Pain-Killer In all diseases of the bowels, even li
that terrible scourge, the Asiatic cholera* ha »
b) en amply attested by the moa t convincing a*
tbority. Missionaries in China and India hav )
written home in commendation of this remedy li
terms that should carry conviction to the moi
skeptical, while its popularity in comm unilie
neater home is ample proof that the virtue
claimed for it are real anti tangible. Among fan
ily medicines it stands unrivaled .—[Boston Corn
ier-

:

Thc Saturday Even’g Gazette of Boston, sail :
It is impossible to Had a place on this broad lan 1
where Perry Davia’ Pain-Killer Is not known as
most valuable remedy lor physical pain, la th
country, miles from physician or apothecary, tk *
Pain-Killer is cherished as the exclusive panacoi
and it never deceives.
**Terry Davis' Pais-Killkk is
a va l
u%ble medicament, nod, unlike most of the art icles ol the day, la need by many physicians. It I a
particularly aosirable in locations where phys
c inns are not near; and, by
keeprnx it at ham
families will ofhea save the necessity of send in
out at midnight lor a doctor. A bottle sbould k *
kept in every house.".—1 Boston Traveller.

i

Supreme Judicial

:

••

••

D .Frankf* rd.F’hila R. v
IngaaRje Thnji.MurphT.n
wmg.M*dia.P», Rrr .1 S Pnrhanan.f lnr^ncp.f
.Smith. Pittefnrd.N Y. K-r Jem Hrjnr*. Falls! !
G/»
I hila.,4c. Afflicted should Write Dr.rjtfoJPhila

••

cures all Hnvnom from the worst Scrofula't
From tu
t.
a common Blotch or PImptc.
six bottles are warranted to euro Salt ICticnni
or Tetter, Pimple* oil Face, Hoi 1m, Far

bnncle*, Eryulpela* and

plaint.

the

Kalin
l*oi*ofi

4 10
1

I• v
U

65
65
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e
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CRUMBS
modern Move/\ 1 1A re better, becau >■
liner
I n- better
they give a
in exis*
other
gloss than any other
any
tauce.
A

r>' a

Jpobsh._

COMFORT
Vield a brilliant silvery sheen, with less than hull
the labor required when other polishes are u-eu.

CRUMBS
Can be used even in
neat and
cleanly article, inak-f ^TC^die parlor without
the trouble ot r»-mg no dirt nor dusl^--^®v\heu used
moving lurniliire
Are

*•

or

Ifni no disagreeable
uiell when p repared
nd harmless.

!

•*

Notice.

[ from tl
la

thehew.

J
!

CULM BS
incmpMition

Have ju.I taken the
1st premium at tile 111

.Imnuimlis
Ron.

I

01

wi

ih

ll‘*

g'A‘*-Tv"I,lvl'Pl1
0>u »i|1
Expo8l-'-,-*lies.

6'lov“

poll.

COMFORT

! But Crumbs

if
of Comfort oi your storekeeper,
n not
he has them, or will procure them tor you ;
the name oi
send us one dollar, your name, and
we wdl -end >
your nearest express station,and s
Clucking and
ten boxes, and sample ot Bartlett
cost.
of
Pearl Blueing, tree
all W holeCrumbs of Comfort can be had of
M
sale Grocers and Dealers in the l nited
aml ttetail Dealers will And them the most prolit,
sell
lastest
the
are
they
that
lact
able, from the
market.
mg article ot the kind in the

“
*'

>*

“

*•

it^-

H. A. BABTLETT & CO.,
11 j North Front St., Philodelphio.

Goods 1 J
I

143 Chambers St., New York.
43 Brood St.. Boston.

fimo46
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AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS

R. H. EDDY.

11 ;

PATENTS.

OF

SOLICITOR

Hair Goods, ii

For Invention!* Trade Marks Designs
,

NOt 70 suite St.. Opposite Kilby St.,
BOSTON.
1TKK an extensive practice 01 upward. «•

;\ Thirty years, continues to secure Patents II
the United Slate* ; also in Great Britain, France
and other foreign countries. Caveats, SpeciAcaa
and all other papers tor lawun uisterns executed oo reasonable terms,
validity
patch. Researches made to deteimine the
and legal
of
Inventions,
of
Patents
and utility
and other advice rendered in all matters touching
the same. Copies of the claims ot any patent
lurmshed bv remitting one dollar. Assignments
recorded in Washington.
eri.ir
No Agency in the UnUc.l state* possesses*uj
lu
facilities
obtaining Patents, or ascertaining
for

Dr. Homer, ’"StttfSgTtK™,*
y
PHYSICIAN & SURGE01
Ais taken

riTY

rooms

ELLSWORTH,

EYE, EAMf NOSE,
THROAT, HEART, LUNGS,
STOMACH, LIVER,
i
KIDNEYS and SKIN,

capable ami

have had

CHAS. MASO>.

Commissioner ol Patent*
inventors that
“1 have no hesitation in assuring
a man more competent and
employ
cannot
they
of
ana
more
puttr..g their
capaole
trustworthy,
them an early
applications in a form to secure for Patent
Other.
the
at
consideration
and favorable
EDMUND BURKE.’
Late Commissioner ol Patents.
Mr. R II Eddy has made for me over TliiR'n ap
in
plications for Patents, having been successful ol
almost every case. Such unmistakable prool
me to
great talent and ability on his part, leads
him to pro
ret commend all inventors to apply to
ot having
cure their patents, as they may be sure
on t.j*ir
bestowed
faitnful
attention
most
the
acc.-nd at tery
-n.

I

1»74—)v
__

Schooner v'aro Bell, four years

measurement,
THE
draft ot
live cord of wood, draws light
one tons, new

NATURE

intimate that he rill
fur n WKkk or TWO, dur
be found at his rooms betwi
aw
the hour, of 10 A. M. and 4 P. M.

eS

L

»i thl* ottce

of the
«<th whom

as me

For Sale.

respectfully

W Envelope* printed

ntors._

testimonials.most

I recard Mr. Eddv

Boston

IN CONNECTION WITH DISEASES Of A

_

to

W..b,rrr
delay time

usual gi eat

.ea.onablech.rge*,^^

l

lie would moat
remain in this City
which time he mar

the

offlei 1 intercourse.

H O TEL,

SURGICAL

procure a Patent, ani
are here saved ii.v«

ru«MVW practitioner.

at the

Where he will be pleased to consult with any w 10
ol whi it
■my he afflicted with Chronic Diseases
■eer nature.
>f
Having given much time to the special study
suect s»
Chronic maladies, and having had grand
in curing diseases ol the

Min Martha JellUoa aa liaacaoh .met, n
agaia readr to recoin order# far doles hair war I.
Combiag. made iala ewttehn, or weft. O d
Awiiehee made onr aad ewierwed.
Wu. h.JC. CARD.
VU
Rllewerth, Sept 17th. UI*.

alt
thus
saved.

poliiiiw._

Ladies. save your comoing*
drawn at 74 cent, per ounce.
send order, b V
dVPeople at a dittauce can
mail at a alight ripen.e.
^Onlari solicited. Address
J. H. CLERUUL,
114 * 117 Exchange St.,
1st
Bangor, Maine.

J

Move,
waste is

COMFORT

'*
hair work manufactured too
olyle..
price, ami in the latest
ol
arTb. large.! manufactory ea.t M‘l have thei «

REMOVAL!

are 12
-ink is
lor aio

In each box
1
^'■^••‘heks;
sufficient

.\re the cheapest polish in the market, because
box at 10 cents w 11 polish as much surface a.**
ceiiis’ worth of the Q«d

*•

ea-All kin
dnr at lowest

A LL those indebted to Holden A Btehardsoi
A who wish to save costa, mast call and sett!
before the 1st of February next. Ae all bills n
■mining unpaid after that dale, will be left with
lawyer for collection.
Holdxx k Kicmakson.
Cranberry lalea, Jan. 1st, 1874.IwP

I
or strong ?>•
are pleasant

but

use,

polish.

ettes, Crowns. Ac
Ac.

Sw>

for

CRUMBS

man

J. L. FITII8.539 Bmdvay, Bos Mtt, X. T.

carpets.
sulphurous

a neut
Are put up
-tvle and m a foruif
l.u
c«
iivcnieut
111
e
than any other
use

eluding Wigs, Hal
Wigs, Top Piece!
Front Pieces,Bandi
Switches, Crepe p
Braids, Curls, Fri;

splendid collection of
urn diAculty. $3 in boards; cloth and gilt. #4.Address,

a

COMFORT

Nos. 115 and

▲

than\^Jj

polish

Exchange St., Bar
gor, keeps on hau
a large stock of Ui

XELODT.
PEARLS OF Piano
Music ol medl

■"

4 lo

MANUFACTORY.
H.
J.
CLERGUE,

1

"

4 lo
4 lo
65
05
66
65
65
65
C.5
6>
05
4 lo
4 10
ti.5
65
65
65
4 in
4 10
65
6->
6.5
4 lo
4 lo
65
65
6.5
65
65
65
65
*15
4 10
4 10
65
65
65
65
65
4 10
80
188 94

Kfeiy

eow

f

4 lo

*

IV

—

4 lo

■of
“We have tested the Pain-Killer, and assure oa
readers that it not only possesses all the virtu)
claimed for it, but ia many instances surpass)
any other roamdy we have ever known.”—(Mo
of Gospel Liberty,
4«tt

I.Ivor ComSix to twelve bottle1*, warranted t >'
Sc rofn lou* Mxx riling* a- 1 Sort*
In Bone* ai I Sore Throat

worst

Uv it* wonderful Pectoral properties
t ::
ciiro the most severe r. cut or the w
Couch in half the tine r< nure.l by
;
enmg
r.-.fe,
medicine nn l H |«erfc>
•li«,v:i«ir «*»rcnes.milling irritation, -id

65

Send |0 cents for Pi
Tina’ Musical Mohtw
LY, and you will get I
worth or Mew Music.number contains
4 or 6 songs, and 4 or.
instrumental pieces k*
such authors as Hays
Stewart. Thomas,Danki
Kiukel, etc.
Published monthly,! I
eta. per Mo.; $3 per jw.

aubecriber hnla. re mo. Ml
A T. JellUon’. Mon]

*:;

4 w 52

<

q

room, over

f

,f r.
«'uarant4***jrrati«. $50 R«*wnrd for r.-

.4

curablecaae.Nocuranocharge,*reality.Sold by dn;

'>•'>

FOR SINGERS ANI
For Advanced
PIANO PLAYERS.
Yoonf »

X

Pamphlet

rsf'-ry

!.

»

i*i

••

6->

CHEAP MUSIC

ipHK

i

A F. FwLaa^—Bsjtif swop, tar*. I graduated it tl.,j
» ia Island after
Myers’experfected Dr. Fitter's VegetableRhtnira
Syrup. I guarantee itaaintklhb’ocnrof rKerr-*. i.
M4f and Bhenmstisdisoases. $wora to,this 2Sth April. 1
F. A. OSBOURN, JVotary Pub tv. J
• ..•rfyata Wtrt CuPfd
it, and Will ur mfvany onn wr‘vntTvnitvof Pun

Couit.

6j
•■•*

MM

j

5w52

'j

65

CEO. CUKNDIGEAI & CO'S.

5

I EM.R0 T

--

Variety,

Pianists desiring good
Masic at a low price
should send 50 cents for
a copy of **■«■ I nis
Is Crsais." Kynumber contains
ery
to $3 worth oi
Drum
good Music by such auihors as Heller, Lisst.
Voss. Kohe, etc.
Published monthly, 50
eta. per Mo.; $4 per yr.

llOXES.

A«T Rl E D'All 0 : S U Hit:
hold by ilrugglats.

I

-AT-

—

DISEASES,

65

-IN-

Messrs. Perky Davis, A Son, Prov. R. I
Gents
Although a stranger to you 1 am not t<
your invaluable medicine, Pain-Killer. 1 form
ed its acquaintance in 1847 and 1 ain on most inti
mate terms with it still; my experience in iU un
confirms my beliel that there is no medicine equa
to Pain-Killer for the quick and sure cure ol Sum
mer complaints, Sore Throat, Croup. Bruises ant >
Cuts. I have used it in all and lound a speed;
cure in every case.
T. J. GARDINER, M. D.
Yours Tru ly,

4w52

New and second-lland. of First-Class Makers,
will be sold at Lower Trices lor cash, or on Installments, in City or Country, during this Financial Crisis of the Holidays, by Horace Water.** A
Son, No. 481 Broadway. thaH ever before offered
in New York.
Agent-* Wanted for the sale ot Waters’ Celebrated Pianos, Concerto and Orchestial
organs, Illustrated catalogues mailed. Great Inducements to Uie Trade. A large discount t.>
Ministers, Churches, Sunday-Schools, Etc. 4w'»2

•>

David Wasson.

York.

200 PIANOS and ORGANS,

••

Human Hair
I
PRESENTS!

Oreat

KEU-

cents.

It

CHRISTMAS

The Associated Reformed Presbyterian ssysFor years Perry Davis’s Pain-Killer has beei
known as a most usefbl family medicine. Foi
pains and aches we known nothing so good ai
the Pain-Killer. For many internal diseases it u
equally good. We speak from experience ant
testily to what we know. No family ought to lx
without a bottle ol Davis’ Pain-Killer.

Try it. Trice per bottle, 25

Europe say the strongest Tonic, Funder and
Deobstruent known to the medical world is

CHARLES W. TILDES’.
County Treasurer.

EZ7D WORDS.

•

Sl^

••

4 10
4 10

3wl

weft.
Rooms at lh<> hni'*p ol K. Hand. Elm St. (nexl
street Scab ol, and running parallel with, Pint
Staeet.
Mist) FRANCES MILLIKEN.
4»f
Ellsworth Oct berlfiW, 1*73.

auolher

und

I till I

or

really

MARRIED.

in 8
A Perfect Library of
Adventures upon un«t
the Wonders beneath the great Oceans. More
Agents Wanted lor this und the history of
Llvlnsatvii ‘$(4 yean la Africa.
Also our epIeadUl aea Hilale, just ready. Address, HUBBARD BROS. Tub’s, 53 Washington
Boston.
4w02
4

APClilfQ
QTHPV
UUbBH O O

65

Mctjuili,

Thomas Mahan,
Thomas Malian,
*•
Thomas Malian,
Thomas Malian,
••
Thomas Malian,
■■
Thomas Mahan,
“
Thomas Mahan,
Donald M. Stuart,
Donald M. Stuart,
•*
Donald M. Stuart,
Donald M. Stuart,
Donald M. Stuart,
Donald M. Stuart,
•<
Donald M. Stuart,
■>
Michael Duffee,
“
Orray A. Taft Jr.,
Gercral Bill of Cost,

44

•'

^
REMARKABLE success
$458
days selling
days,

#11*2 iu

65
65

Thomas Malian,
Thomas Malian,
Thomas Mahan,

•*

4‘

44

.i

Ellsworth Police Court.

63

Sylvanus Jordan,
Sylvanus Jordan,
Sylvanus Jordan,
Sylvanus Jotilan,
Sylvanus Jordan,

••

..

.*

<*

*•

*•

short*

•*

so

Alexander Mc(}uiii,
Neal J. Stuart.
Neal J. Stuart,
A. W. Armor,
Michael Hurley,
Micharl Hurley,
Michael Hnrlev,
Michael Hurley,
Michael Hurley,
Michael Hurley,
Michael Hurley,
Michael Hurley,
Michael Hurley,
Michael Hurley,
Michael Hurley,
.1. W. Coombs,
J. W. Cooinbs,
J. W. Coombs,
J. W. Coombs,
J. W. Coombs,
J. W. Coombs,

••

constantly

OUT OP BUSINESSl

But not out OJ Courage or
Energy! All such
should write us at once for a good chance to
make large wages this Winter. Send for our
circulars and terms to
4wf-2
I). L. GUERNSEY, Pub., Concord. N. H.

*•

15 26
16 80
4 10
4 10
65
65
65
65
65
4 10
4 lo
65
80

4 10

“

I have

it

»|

Alexander Mctjuin,
Alexander Mctjiiln,

intro-

MUSICAL DEPARTMENT.
1‘ianos.

|«

“

»•

4 10
4 10

••

the above business, 1 have

it

1105
14'4

Percival A Smith,
Percival A. Smith,
James Cocklin,
James Cocklin,
James Cocklin,
James Cocklin,

**

**

it

n

4 10

Percival A. Smith.
Percival A. Smith,

••

DRAFTS

in

n

65
4 10

l’crcival A. Smith.

••

LINE.

or

"

Gearge Gould,
George Gould,
Neheuiiah H. Higgins Jr.,
George Gould,
Asa Perry,
Asa Perry.
Asa Perry.
Ileury McGIverln,
Henry McGIverin.
lieury McGIverin,
llenrv McGIverin.
Henry McGIverin,
Henry McGIverin.
llcnry McGIverin.
llenry McGIverin.
Percival A. Smith,

•i

L IFK.

payable

"

compl't
•

KNGLAND, IRELAND

••

John Fahay,
James Cocklin.
William W. llewett.
Asa Perry,
George Gould,
George Gould.
George Gould.
George Gould,

■*

AMAZON.

—

•“

Neal J. Stuart.
Neal J. Stuart.
Neal J. Stuart,
Neal J. Stuart,
Int. Liq'rs & T. Mahan,

••

F I li K

*•

Michael Hurley,
David T. Bonzey,
David T. Bonzey,
David T. Bonzey.
David T. Bonzey,

•*
i*

YGEISTCY,

20 42
83 si)
96 10
48 87
16 22
61 03
16 10
14 01
14 35
14 59
20 95
14 09
19 67
15 18
13 85
14 51
17 10

‘ELASTIC TRUSS’

,,

>•

160
5 10
8 on
3 55
4 03
7 55
4 03
15 36
5 35
4 01
7 0S
4 55
4 05
4 53
4 69
160
1 60
1 60
4 93
9 10
8 10
4 55
7 29
5 2.1
5 35
2 68
8 56

Lewis N. Conners,
Geo. E. Hutchins.
Thomas Frost,
William Davis,
Thomas Malian, appl't.
George G. Pendleton,
Asa Perry,
appl't.
Asa Perry,

*•

A. D. 1*6.7,

t i c k e t b

>i

ALLOWED BY SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

••

M A N11 ATTA N,

Bonzey,

*•

roi'NuS or SOLE LEATHER Jail rrw^A. cvlve-1. anil for .ale by lliv vubscnbvr, at
81 CENTS PER POI ND.
M. ■ ■OV.XTOX.
East Lanioine, Jan. 14, i374.
l« j

1IAUTKOUD.
OKI ENT,

A D. T.

Liquors,

.1

AAA

:

Ger. silver

_

1135

Intoxicating Liquors,
William Ray,
Intoxicating Liquors,

*•

Block,

Otort

4w52
(Originated before)
Wm. A. Friend,
Trial Justice. Hilin
for
Wnirin PnwillSent *>v mail to any one
“
Joelah B. Woods,
liu Mdlllti uiliflD*1- Wl11 change any color“
Beni. F. Fergnaon,
wwwiu0(j jlajr to „ permanent
Trade
William Somerby,
b'0Pn and contains no poison. COMB
Address, MAGIC
William H. Pllsbury,
rr?PL%M
«°,T rJteaCO.,
hprlngdehl.
Mass.
4w3S

21
4 55
4 18

Daniel Hurley,
Calvin J. Sargent,
Alexander J. Cameron,

“

Leather !

6 Coombs'

COLUMN.

Write mt once to Pomeroy ft Co 714 Broadway N.'Y.

4
8

George Lafflu.
Intoxicating Liquors,

*•

IV*. 4 Balflach Blraet, Imim.

Solo

19 60
84 13
3 49
3
4 42
430
4 30
4 30
4 86
4 42
5 23
5 35
4 55
4 55
4 18

William Robbins,
William Brooks,

•*

IH—tff.

—Schr

Joseph Bowden,

••

'■»-r

f8S 19
1017

John Cousins.

t

“

••

JavL’aLY 15, 1874.

years.

bam of Farmington,

~

CUNARD

peril*. 2u
Apples per bbl. 5.00a« «*) Maple Sosar
"
15.00
dried per Ib. .trail lemons
.25
3-V>»4 Ou Figs per Ib.
Bean* |*er !»u.
Beef Steak per lb. .2t»»25 Sugar granulated

44

All the officers of State held the same offices
last year, with the exception of Silas C. Hatch,
who takes the place of Hon. Wm. Caluwell, a*
Treasurer of State. Mr. Caldwell has been in
the office as assistant and principal over thirty
years, and a more faithful, efficient and popular public servant never held office. He would
doubtless have been sontinued, did not the Constitution limit the term of she office to five

did

PRICE CURRENT.

44

HOUSE.

Deputy

State

Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Xante and
Age must be paid for.
Hancock—Sd luaL, Mlaa Aldama Clark, aged

4w.V2

116

the Senate.

(Amount.)

."'~T

$«f

ALLOWED BY COVET OF OOCMTT COMKISSIOEKBS.

••

and take the oath of office.

as

—

Corrects Weekly

apjMiinted to wait on the
Hon. Nelson Dingley, Jr., and inform him of
hi* election, which Com. having attended to
that duty, re|>orted that the Governor accepted
the office, and would attend ujion the Legi*la-

ine

m

4 CO.’S
»»1

A. D. 1873.

both of Tremont.

died"

through

610

ap]**int4*l by

Harper,

by the obi established

printed, and it was so
ordered.
On motion of Mr. Arnold of Aroostook, a

ture

J.

to

ELLSWORTH

of railroad corporation*,
promotion
leave to lie laid on the table

of three

Mr. Iaaac O. Seed and

Hl*« Henrietta Maker, both of Tremont.
—JStt nit., Mr. John W. Ober and Mlif Emma

_UAUCIIY
»

'cobUmI.
Ellswoeth, November, 1878 J
•ample 15c. Circulars free, gtafford M’ft Co., 60
Fulton 8t., New York*
4W5i
prosecutions at the October term of the
Brings you free by mail the very best
SUPREME JUDICIAL COUBT and COURT OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS xHg

••

American Ai.mA.nac has arrive*!,
and is now ready for delivery, gratis, by our
druggists, to all who call for it. Our readers
may he surprised to know that this liltle
pamphlet, which has become ao much a favorite in our section, has quite the largest circulation of any hook in the world, except the llihle
It is printed in many languages, and scattered

32.924
2.100
a

Tnnpoat—,5th ult.,

HANCOCK,

Statement of coats allowed In Criminal

Aykk'h

40,477
4o.2.%4

all the vote* returned, i* ciecteo Governor for
the current political year. Report accept**!.
Mr. Webb of Keiuiebec presented a Bill re-

Com.

minute.

in 1

OF

Thkascbbb's OrriCK,

Klliworth—lttb ln»t.. by R«v. Dr. Tenney.
Oapt. Edwin W. Auatln of Surry, and Mlw
Franeea L- Oher of tbU city.

7 Gth Avenue. Sold
cure

COUNTY

of B.

of

Tike’s Toothache Drops

SENATE.

...

Buxton—31at uH.. by R«v. 8.8. Blxby. Mr.
Fred E. Libby and MU* Lillian E. Etwoll, all

1 .eather could n »t withstand the
ups and downs of our winter teiuj»erxture.
Churches, theatres, lecture rooms, anti drawing r. ouis. kitchcu* and schools, ring with the

HOUSE.

The members of the House were called
to order by S. J. 1 hadbourne Esq., clerk of
the last House.
A couiuiitee of which Mr. R. C. Hatch of
Raugor was chairman, was appointed to inform the Governor that the members elect
were present and ready to be
qualified.
The vote for speaker stood W. W.
Thomas, 111,; J. C, Talbot, 3U. Mr. Thomas was conducted to the chair
by Mr. Talbot and returned thanks.
On the ballot for (lerk, Geo., C. Wallace
bad
and S. J. ('badbourn 106.
o. M. Smith was'elected Assistant Clerk
by a vote of 105 to Ob for John Varney.
The Speaker ap|M>ioted Carl C. King and
Thom S. Elliot as Pages.
The usual orders were introduced ami
passed relating to the rules and order*, bv
which each member w*ould be supplied with
a copy of the Daily Kennebec Journal and
one other Daily, of the choice of the members.
I.. Powers, Esq., of Houlton was appointed chairman of a committee of 14 on the
vote for Governor, on the part of the House.

Orlui

—Poilark & Scot began Monday, 6th of
Installation.—The officers of Acadia Boy- Jan., to run their Factory on lull time.—
a! Arch Chapter, Lygonia and Esoteric Lodgei
They expect to make 8,000 yds. of Kepelwill be installed at Masonic Hall, Ellsworth,
lant per month. Their goods stand as
Jan. loth, at 3 o’clock, i‘. M. All members ol
high in the market as any goods in the
the fraternity are invited to attend. There will !
State.
be a Promenade Concert. Dance and
Supper at
—J. A. Buck is getting a frame for a
Hancock Hall in the evening, to which Masons
and their ladies only will be admitted. Memschooner of about 200 tons.
bers of the tratemity are requested to appeal
—A. L. Partridge baa a sow four yean
In n-galia. Tickets can be procured at A. W
old last August, which has had eight lit-

licity.

ac-

Congregational.—Sabbath School at
of a
:
A. M.
Preaching at 2 :15 and 74 I*. M.
Bai-tist.—Sabbath School at 1 P. M. Preach- Burnham. The number of scholars who tree, while coon hunting in compauy with
inp at 2 :15 and 74 1*. M.
have passed their examination aud are ad- Joseph Taylor.
With the assistance of
Unitarian.—Sabbath School at 10:30 A. M.
Mr. Taylor he walked to the nearest house
mitted are 40.
Preaching at 2:15 and 74 P. M.
Catholic.—Preaching twice a month at 104
and was carried home, but bis iujuries were
o'clock A. M. Sabbath School at 2 P. M.
Ham.
such as to cause his death Thursday at 10
—The friends of education in Surry have
a. m. Mr Hoxie was oue of the first farmers
the
week
of
the
union recently held a series of meetings to dis—During
prayer,
in town, unmarried, and sixty years old.
meetings were well attended, and much relig- cuss matters concerning common schools,
—Mr. Joseph G. Maddocks. light keeper
ious interest was manifested.
especially some proposed modifications of
at Owl's Head, reports that 24,144 vessels
—For the past week. Union river has been the school
laws. Let these meetings be
of all classes have passed the light during
free from ice. but the cold of the last few nights
continued, and let the citizens of other
has again closed it.
the year 1873.
towns do the same. It will awaken a
Complimentary Lecture.—Dr. Homer,
—Tlie Maine Central Railroad Co. have
interest in schools, and cannot be
greater
will deliver a complimentary lecture to the eitireinsured the property on the line of the
otherwise than useful.
zeus of Ellsworth on
.Saturday evening next.
road for <800,000, in the London, Liver—The Surry Farmers' Club met at their
Subject, CoimtnptioH, its causes and various
pool and Globe.
forms.
hall near Morgan's Bay, Saturday evening,
—It is expected |that a meeting of the
—Brown, a West Ellsworth lad of twelve Jan. lid. As there was no particular subMaine Historical Society will be held in
years, thinks the cog-wheels of a mowing-ma- ject for discussion, Kev. L. S. Tripp was
chine. are not altogether “a thing of beauty” called on for a talk. He responded by Augusta the last of the present month, or
the first of February. Papers are in preparsince his experience in having his fingers sawshewing that Farmers' Clubs may be useed off.
ful,—1. Id increasing the knowledge of ation for the meeting.
—On Monday of last week, Mr. Beni. Frank- Agriculture among the members;—2 As
—The Farmington Chronicle says that
lin. Jr., got his hand in contact with a circular a means of social
Mr. Orrison Dill of Phillips, sold a splen3. In
saw

Halifax, Feb. loth, 1871.
*Mr. James I. Fellows—Dear Sir: In
order that some other sufferer may be benefit'd' you ere nt liberty to give this letter
pub^

or

aged

Sunday I tlanrsek.

having

have

trict, died this

—The Frco High School began .lan. 12.
10:30
unper the instruction of Mr. Bagiev of

I

tens for the Western market

the
which he a*k«*l
and ordered to

Castine, during the year ending December
31, 1973. as returned to "Bureau of statistics,’’ Jan. 1, 1974:
21 MO cwt.
Codfish.
cured,
896.975
11.300
96.520
Mackerel,
*•
ls.UOU
46.UO0
Herring.
llake.
)
••

Cincinnati. Ohio. Jan. 13.

z.F T I. ■«

—In one Item of trade Power* A Condon have the monopoly, via.: making mit-

lating to

ClUtlRP

Election of (J. S. Senator

I’

which sold for 30 ct*. per do*.
—Power* A Condon and A. B. Buck
have mm to Boston from *1100 to *1800
worth of berries.

iuc rcmras oi votes lor

t#au.

are

—J. 8. Condon bought IT pullet* hatched In May. They have laid 411-3 dot. egg*

old, thirl)

carries twentywater•

ot Nathan
For further particulars inquire
ol L anionic, or Geo. B. Bieht.rdiMrf
Jan

1.1874.

king
l“

POSTERS and PROGRAMSKS
printed at this office

'»

makers, too much care cannot be
to avoid
and special
tar as possible.
As a general

private

.upjilie. of on- in Pi*caUi|ui«. l’enob- CNOt'll MOUCAN’S SONS’
Aroostook; and even In developing an
important business from the tide of visitors to i
whom our charming natural
scenery in the mis a substitute for Soap lor nil Household
terior, and salubrious summer atmosphere on j
purposes, except washing cloths.
the coast, are an increasing att ran t ion.—all

exercised

meoM'

laws should be general in their character
and uniform in their operations; for it is
the business ot government to protect the
rights of all rather than the interests of a
few. Too often private and special legislation is only a device to secure exceptional privileges at the expense of tho people.
It i* the parent of that growing lobby system which is always injurious to the
public interest*: and when supported by powerful corporations or interests, becomes a
source of demoralization and positive danger.

shadow forth somewhat of the future that i- in
for the State. Our commercial resource*
are
unsurpassed, lie hiding the sinuosity of
the shore. Maim- ha- from two to three tliouaand miles of coast-line, notched with safe and
capacious harbor*, and indented with bays and
inlets, while navigable water- extend far into
the interior. Situate! in the great highway of
commerce across the continent, this State presents commercial |possibilities which may well
inspire the highest hope.
It is. however, when the magnificent waterpower of Maine, is eonsideml. that thi- Stabstand- forth tin- tir-t in the I’nion. and present*
resources which when developed will make it
second to no other. Indeed, few, if any, portion-ofthe earth's surface approach Maine in
the extent, volume, nnmnmtuin ami constanc.v
of its wat*-r-)M>w« r. One thousand fix*- hundred and sixty-eight lakes, at an average elevation of six humirrd f»*. t above the -*-a. form
the head waters of five thousand one hundred
and fifty-one Ftreaius. which go ru-hing down

SAVINGS BANKS.

look, <f

—

thau^’hitiJor^T^-

house,lxHter than Soap. No slopping.

providing

to

adequate penalty j
Saving- Bank law.

an

‘tioii- of tin
aitd a! * f«.r h gi-*a:. 'ii to di-courage the
*.j hoc institutions f>rlarge
temporal*
investments. are worthy of your *er>oii1'

v
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»•
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Hut. if possible, more encouraging still, not
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prosperity, i» the revival of
-hi{ebuilding along our coast and rivers, as evidenced by returns showing that during the
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may reasonably look for such prosperity of our
ship-buiiding interests as has never before been

known.
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hut afaiut idea of the magnitude of the natural
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1 have spoken of the
great extent of fertile territory yet awaiting the
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increased from 245 miles in 1850 to 905 in 1*74.
shall be extended into new regions.
The beginning that has been made in supplying the
increasing demand for the crystal ice of our
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known to art; in meeting the growing
ing demand for the excellent slate which has
already been found to occupy a belt that
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desirable quality of charcoal iron from the im-
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